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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to show that a computational model developed in the 
framework of resolution provides a very adequate tool to study and develop query answering 
procedures for deductive databases, as well as for logic programs. As a result, we introduce an 
effective query answering procedure for deductive databases. To achieve our goal, we first develop 
techniques (applicable to general logic programs) for the construction of abstract search spaces 
associated with a query, and we discuss their properties. We then show how these techniques can 
be practically applied to the problem of answering recursive queries in a deductive database 
(consisting of function-free clauses). This approach has given rise to a new genera!-purpose 
procedure, termed QoSaQ, which improves on earlier general-purpose methods, in particular by 
its ability of incorporating a so-called global optimization technique. We show that the framework 
provided by QoSaQ is powerful enough to account for the best-known recursive query evaluation 
methods. We also produce an upper-bound to the number of tuples manipulated by QoSaQ, 
which improves on known upper-bounds. 
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The question of efficiently answering a query over a logic database (also called 
logic program) has attracted much attention over the past few years, both in the 
logic programming field 136) and in the deductive database field [17]. A logic 
database essentially consists of a set of definite clauses (also called rules) and of a 
set of facts. A (classic) example is the ancestor example: the two rules stated below 
define the ancestor relationship, given a parenthood relationship parent between 
individuals: 
anc(X, Y):-parent(X, Y). 
anc(X, Y):-parent(X, Z), an@, Y). 
Various issues of query processing have to be considered: completeness and termina- 
tion of the answering process, its (logical) eficiency (in particular, its ability to focus 
on the data relevant to the query, and its ability to avoid redundant computation), 
its worst-case complexity, and finally, engineering issues (these issues may differ 
between a programming and a database environment). These Issues have attracted 
a considerable amount of work using, in particular in the database community, a 
number of different formalisms. The need for a unifying computational model has 
cften been expressed. 
The purpose of this paper is to propose such a unifying computational model, 
e resolution principle [47, lo], and making use of particular techniques 
that we develop ere. This computational model gives new insights into known 
evaluation methods, yields extensions to several of them [al] and suggests further 
developments. In our mind, resolution provi 
answering procedures in (de&ctive) databases, as 
language [36]. 
3 
basis as adeq~~ate for query 
programming 
‘IO achieve our goal, we first consider formal aspects of query answering and we 
study (abstract) techniques that can be used to construct various types of sear& 
spaces to be associated with a query. Search spaces are abstract notions which help 
iscussing general key properties such as completeness, termination, lo 
ncy. Then, we consider more practical aspects of query answering and we 
the search techniques that can be used to represent and to man 
nodes of these search spaces. These search techniques tend to solve the 
issues that are specific to a given type of system. Hence, they may differ between, 
say, a database system and Prolog. In the database case, a query answering procedure 
can be seen as “constructing” a particular type of search space, while using particular 
search techniques to represent and manipulate the nodes of this search space, in a 
way hopefully best adapted to its task. To summarize, we can write 
Query Answering Procedure = Search Space + Search Techniques. 
SLDAL resolution 
We obtain our search spaces by twiching SLD resolution 13,361 through two 
types of techniques, applicable in the case of general ogic databases (i.e. countable 
sets of clauses with or without function symbols). The rationale behind our use of 
SLD resolution lies in its properties: its top-down features, together with the freedom 
it leaves for the selection of the next subgoal to answer, provides a nice environment 
to develop procedures able to focus on relevant data. We now outline the two types 
of techniques with which we enrich SLD resolution. 
The AL- technique (Section 3 ), standing for Admissibility :est and Lemma resolution, 
amounts to checking whether the current subgoal is new (admissibility test), and, 
in the case it is not, to re-using the answers obtained for its previous occurrence 
(lemma resolution). This technique permits each subgoal to be answered only once, 
while guaranteeing answer completeness. As a first property, the resulting SLD-AL 
trees are$nite in a number of cases where SLD trees wsuld be infinite, in particular 
for finite and function-free databases. A second gain is on complexity: for instance, 
SLD-AL resolution can be used to describe the computation of Fibonacci( n) in time 
and space linear in n. 
Our second technique (Section 4) aims at pruning redundant parts of SLD and 
SLD-AL trees, i.e. subtrees which contain answers that are, in any case, contained 
ther part of the tree. This redundancy elimination is based on a so-called 
umption test between nodes, which improves on the classical subsumption 
test in that it preserves answer-completeness of the search space, instead of simply 
refutation-completeness. We distinguish between local and global redundarlcy elimi- 
nation. EssenMly, when performing local optimization, we will prune a c&tree only 
if we can guarantee the completeness of the answer to any local subgoal on the 
tree. On the other hand, when performing global optimization, we will puarc%ee the 
compieteness of the answer to the op query. without 
completeness for any local subquery. 
Qaiuc?iw datahs-es 
AS for the se~ch tedkiques si F oar initial di 
interested here 
but which rnq~ contain an en 
50, 51, 53, 55, Xi]. It has also been the 
, 61], which must be seen as 
In the database context, ade hard by the storage of dat 
in secondary memory, and 
tion of relational systems n that it was advantageous, from the overall 
performance point of view, to gen ions over (sets of) tuples. We therefore 
nodes by means of tuples and the 
The unique features of QoSaQ are obtained thanks to its roots in SLD-AL 
resolution: QoSaQ provides, as a toolkit, a small set of basic operations, derived 
from those of SLD-AL resolution. This toolkit turns out to be a powerful framework 
for the description of numerous methods proposed in the literature. As an example, 
general methods, such as QSQR [58], Magic Set [S, 81, Alexandre [48], which fulfill 
the main requirements (termination, completeness, et-oriented processing, fogs 
on relevant data), can be seen as implementations of SLD-AL resolution with local 
optimization. Also, specialized methods, like Counting [S] and the Henschen/Naqvi 
1, which do not apply in all cases but have been shown [4] to be 
ffic;ent on those cases where they apply, ca . be seen as implementa- 
tions of SLr) resolution with global optimization, thus explaining both their 9~0 
termination and their (potentially) increased performance To summarize, QoSaQ 
provides a unique framework where a few basic techniqu ss (and operations) can 
be combined in various ways, hopefully to yield better pei~formance. 
We provide (Section 6) a (worst-case) upper-bound ta) the number of tuplles 
manipulated by QoSaQ, which improves on known upper-gounds [9,24,57]. First, 
this upper-bound is always less than or equal to the ones pr :viously known. Second, 
it is expressed terms of the size p of the relevant data, lvhereas previous upper- 
bounds were e: ssed in the size n of the whole database. In most current database 
aller than n; hence, in thesr: cases, the upper-bound 
ch smaller than these ear ier upper-bounds. This 
validates, from th ~~rnp~~x~t~ pair,t 
focuses on relevirrnt data. 
elementary operations on tuples. A set of “possibie inferences” from a “set of facts’* 
can, as well, be c01ie~~ed k a ‘“set-ori Ned” operator. 
We would like, however, to even further and to claim that the practical inte 
of our approach lies in its one-inference-at-a-time basis, as opposed to havi 
set-theoretic basis. 
First, this tuple-based computational model permits a fine analysis of the dupliearg 
e&k&on issue. As a first example, QoSaQ provides an exact specification of when 
duplicate intermediate tuples mtrst be eliminated to guarantee termination and of 
when this expensive operation can be avoided. As a second example, it is the 
distinction between local and global dsplicate elimination that permits uch a precise 
description of various methods for recursive query processing. Finally, let us note 
that this duplicate elimination issue is far from settled in current relational systems. 
Second, this computational model provides, in our mind, an adequate framework 
for studying existentially quantified queries, ground queries, and, in general, yes/na 
queries. To answer these queries, It is sufficient for the evaluation procedure to find 
one way io answer it. For instance, to answer “3Xp(X)“, i: suffices to find one 
value for X; there is no need to enumerate all of them. This issue finds a natural 
translation in the complltntional model advocated here (“find one excess node in 
the search space”), whereas It may be more involved in a set-theoretic computational 
model [ 131. 
Finally, let us note some further developments of this work. An implementation 
of QoSaQ is being done by Lefebvre in the DedGin* project at EGKC [35]. The 
completeness of the extensi ionr anu of QoS 
stratified databases (where can contain negative Eiterala) h 
proved by Kemp and Topor see also [52]). l-luhn [23] has kvestigated ifferent 
solutions to implement global imization as in QoSa 
mple. To complete tk:’ c troduction, we give an example which is easy t 3 
understand and complex en to itlustrate the need for the 
techniques we develop here. parent, hu (human-being) and 
ions. The same-gerreratdo ation can be defined as: any hti 
ame generation as himself and Y are of the same generation if their respective 
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parents U and V are either of the same-generation, or are respectively of the same 
generation as 2 and W, and 2 and W are married. This yields the following set of 
rules: 
sg(X, X):-hu(X). 
sg(X, Y):-parent(X, U), sg( U, V), parent( Y, V). 
sg(X, Y):-parent(X, U), sg( U, Z), 
married(2, W), sg( W, V), parent( Y, V). 
1.1. Further relevant work 
The originality of our work may not reside in one or several of the single ideas 
it contains, but more in their formal treatment and in their integration to provide 
a unifying framework for recursive query handling. 
We list first the work relevant or even close to SLD-AL resolution. Re-using 
answers for new occurrences of the same subgoal is a technique already mentioned 
by Kowalski [3l] and known in theorem proving [43]. SLD-AL resolution is also 
related to the extension of Earley’s parsing algorithm into so-called Earley’s deduc- 
tion [ I&,15,44]. Lang [33,34] has recently investigated the relationship between 
advanced parsing techniques and the work presented here. There is a strong similarity 
between his notion of items and the tuples manipulated by QoSaQ. Tamaki and 
Sato introduced OLDT resolution [541, similar to non-optimized SLD-AL resolution. 
However, OLDT does not allow logical optimization as rules are required to be 
pre-ordered. Tcpor and Kemp [26] have proved the completeness of the extension 
of SLD-AL tesolution to the case where stratified databases are allowed; the 
semantics they giyc? to stratified databases i  the standard model [45]. Seki and Itoh 
have obtained a similar result [52], but working in the OLDT formalism. 
Apparently. the first authors who introduced a notion similar to db-subsumption 
on SLD trees were Minker and Nicolas [40], but they did not investigate the same 
properties as we do. Tableau containment [2] is a subcase of db-subsumption, as 
it applies only in the flat case. This notion is also known within the Prolog community. 
Work in deductive databases also includes Ullman’s capture rules formalism [55]; 
however, the termination/completeness i ue is not fully treated there. Van Gelder 
proposed a message passing framework [56]. The representation used for SLD-AL 
nodes as tuples (Section 5) is similar to the notions used in the Alexander method 
[48,27,28] and in the Supplementary Magic Sets method [S, 511. Global optimization 
is partially present in the counting method [4] and relation waking in the Magic 
Counting method [Sl]. Taking as cost metrics the number of intermediate tuples 
manipulated (Section 5), is already (informally) advocated in [4,8]. It should also 
be seen as a global cost metrics, as opposed to the relative one used in [6]. 
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2. SLD resolution 
2.1. Introduction: analogy with graph-searching 
The use of resolution for (recursive) query answering appears very naturai as 
soon as one considers the analogy between graph searching and the basic operati.?ns 
of resolution. 
Under certain conditions, conjunctions of literals and, more generally, (recursive) 
rules can be seen as specifying classes of paths in a data graph associated with the 
database. For instance, if the database contains (binary) tuples for a parent relation, 
then the body of the rule defining the grand-parent relationship (gp) specifies paths 
of length 2 !n the graph associated with parent: 
gp(X, Y):-parent(X, Z), parent@, Y). 
Similarly, the definition of the ancestor relation (ant) given in the introduction 
specifies the class of paths of arbitrary length in the parent graph. 
2.1. Example. The definition of same-generation given in Example 1.1 specifies a 
rather complex class of paths. For simplicity, we will consider a simplified (no third 
rule) and modified (the two occurrences of parent are replaced by p and p’) version 
of this example. The graph associated with the data (relations p and p’) is given in 
Fig. 1. 
sg(X, X):-hu(X), 
sg(X, w-PW, w, %w¶ v), P’K VI. 
p(a, W p’k 4 hdd) 
PC4 d PYA 4 
ph 4 
P(G 4. 
A path between two individuals ind, and indz is of type sg if and only if there exist 
an arbitrary n, an individual ind, (labeled by hu) and two paths consisting of n 
consecutive edges labeled respectively by p and p’ and leading respectively from 
ind, to ind, and from ind, to ind,. In our example, we have several such paths: two 
a F 
p ‘P 
/\ I P’ 
b c e 
hu 
Fig. 1. Data graph for Example 2.1. 
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of them lead from a to f; Nith n = 2 and d as an intermediate vertex; the first one 
goes from a to d over b, and the second one over C: 
a+pb+pd+pS-+e+,~f, and a+pc+pd+p+e+,oJ 
The resolution principle can be seen as a calculus describing the construction of 
paths obeying the conditions expressed by the rules. Given a goal G (a conjunction 
of liter&), the resolution of a literal SG’ selected out of G can have two e 
from the graph-searching point of view. When SG is resolved against a fact, one 
follows the corresponding edge in the graph. When SC is resolved against a rule, 
one applies a definition and replaces SG, in G, by the body of the rule. 
Consider the goal sg(a, Y), asking for the individuals Y that can be reached 
from a by a path of type sg. Applying the second definition (resolving sg(a, Y) 
with the second rule) one obtains the new goal: G, : ~(a, U), sg( U, V), p’( Y, V). 
This goal indicates that, in order to answer our top goal, one should search a p-edge 
from a to an individual U, find a path of type sg from U to another individual V, 
and search (backwards) a p’-edge from V to Y. This leaves a total freedom in the 
older of searching these paths. One can decide to first search a p-edge leaving a, 
e.g. a ap b. Doing so, the goal reduces to the new goal: G2 : sg( b, V), p’( Y, V). One 
can also decide to follow first a p’-edge between any individuals Y and V, e.g. 
e +,JI In this case, G1 is reduced to G3: p(a, U), sg( U, e). 
This freedom corresponds to the notion of selection function in SLD resolution. 
2.2. Example. The graph traversal analogy does not capture the full power of rules 
and resolution: rules can contain terms; predicates can be of arity greater than 2, 
as in the present example. The following rules state that a group where all elements 
are their own inverses, is an abelian group. A comparison with simple graph traversal 
is no longer possible. The top goal is p( b, a, c) (does b * a = c hold ?). 
p(e, X, X), I* e is the neutral element. *I 
PK e, W, 
PW, X d, 
Pk b, c)= “a * b = c” holds 
Associativity laws: 
~(4 BC, ABW-p(A, & AN, p(B, C, Be), p(AB, C, ABC), 
p(AB, C, ABC):-p(A, B, AB),p(B, C, BC),p(A, BC, ABC). 
2.2. Notions of jirst-order language and of resolution 
We assume some familiarity with predicate calculus [39, IO], and with the resol- 
ution principle [47, lo]. The following definitions are all standard, except maybe 
the instance/variant definition where we assume that the expressions being compared 
do not share any variable and are of same length. 
’ Standing for subgoal; there is no relationship with our same-generation sg example. 
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The language consists of a countable set of predicate, function, constant, and 
vuriable symbols. We borrow much from the syntax of Prolog: constants, predicate 
and function (resp. variables) symbols are strings starting with lower (resp. upper) 
case letters; logicai connectives are: “1” (not); “,*’ (and); “:-*’ (logical implication: 
+). A term is defined recursively as a constant, a variable or as f( t, , . . . , t,,) where 
f is an n-ary function symbol and ti is a term. If pred is an n-ary predicate symbol 
and the t,‘s are terms, then pred (t, , . . . , t,) (resp. lpred( t, , . . . , t,)) is a positive 
(resp. negative) literal. An expression is a literal, or a conjunction, or a disjunction 
of literals. In p(t,, . . . , tn), the term-depth of ti is 1. If .f( f, , . . . , t,) appears in 
a literal lit, then the term-depth of ti in fit is 1 plus the term-depth of f( t, , . . . , t,,) 
in lit. 
A clause C is a disjunction of literals. A definite clause is a clause with one positive 
literal and q (q 2 0) negative literals. We write it a la Prolog: &,:-lit,, . . . , lit,. lit, 
is the head and (lit,, . . . , lit,) is the body of the clause. A fact is a definite clause 
without body (q = 0). We do not make a difference between clause or rule. 
We refer to [lo, 361 for the definition of substitutions, the composition of substitu- 
tions, the unification of expressions, the mgu (most general unifier) of two expressions 
and for unification algorithms. We use Greek letters to denote substitutions: 0, y, u. 
We compose substitutions from left to right: a0 means that u is applied first, 
then 8. 
Let Exp and Exp’ be two expressions which do not share any variables. If they 
do, then rename the variables of Exp’. Exp is an instance of Exp’ iff there is a 
substitution 8 such that Expf3 = Exp’ (up to a reordering of the literals in Exp and 
Exp’). Note that this requires that Exp and Exp’ are of the same length. We also 
say that Exp’ is more general than Exp. Exp and Exp’ are variant iff they are instance 
of each other. 
A (logic) database DB is a countable set of definite clauses. A deductive database 
is a finite and function-free database [42,17]. 
A predicate p directly depends on a predicate q if q appears in the body of a 
clause defining p. Let the dependence relationship be the transitive (not reflexive) 
closure of the direct dependence relationship. p is called recursive if i: depends OXI 
itself. p and q are mutually recursive if p depends on q and q depends on p. 
A fact F is derivable from a database DB iff there is an instance I of a clause in 
DB such that F is identical to the head of I and the body of I (if non-empty) is 
a conjunction derivable from DB. A conjunction is derivable from DB ifi WJ~ of 
the facts it contains derives from DB. We do not discuss here the logical a&q&Lacy 
of this definition. See [36,39]. 
2.3. Goals, resolution and SLD trees 
A goal G is a conjunction of positive literals. Without loss of generality, we 
assume that a top goal Go contains a unique positive literal. A substitution 8 is a 
correct answer to a goal G iff 68 is derivable from DB. We say that 7 is an answer 
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to GO more general than 8, if both q and 8 are answers to GO and if GO7 is more 
general than GO& 
Here, we are interested in providing procedures that return, to any goal GO, the 
complete set of correct answers to GO, from any database DB. 
The basic mechanism we consider as the core of the answering process is that of 
resolution, which we now define. Let “SG, Rest” be a goal G, where SG is a literal 
(SG stands for subgoal) and Rest is a conjunction of literals. Let 
Cl: l&:-lit, , . . . , lit4 
be a clause sharing no variable with G.’ Let SG and lib be unifiable with mgu a. 
Definition. The resolution of (G, CI) on the pair (SG, MO) produces a goal G’ 
G’:( lit,, . . . , lit4 , Rest)a. 
Given a top goal GO, the collection of resolutions that can be performed on GO 
and on its descendants (i.e. the goals obtained directly or indirectly by resolution 
from GO), builds up a search space associated to GO, called an SLD tree. SLD trees 
are defined up to a selection function, as follows. 
efinition. A selection function is a function that, given a goal G, selects a literal, 
called the subgoal selected from G, on which resolution is to be performed. 
As the order of literals in G is not significant, we are entitled to write G as “SC, 
Rest”, as we did above, where SG is the subgoal selected out of G. 
efinition. An SLD tree is a tree whose nodes are labeled by goals and which is 
constructed as follows: 
The root is labeled by a top goal GO. 
Let N be a node, labeled by the goal G (subgoal SG). Let CI be a clause whose 
head lit. is unifiable with SG. Then N has a child N’, labeled by the goal G’ 
obtained by the resolution of G and C1 on (SG, litO). 
A success node is a node labeled by an empty goal. 
With a node N, we associate a current substitution 7. We also say that N 
returns 7. 
With the root is associated the empty substitution. If 7 is the current 
substitution at node N, if the child N’ of N is obtained by a resolution of mgu a, 
then the current substitution at N’ is 7~. 
’ If it does, we regame the variables of CI. 
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The completeness of SLD resolution can be stated as followc (attributed to 
Hill [22] and Clark [12]; see 1361). We give another proof of Theorem 2.3 in 
Appendix A.3. 
2.3. Theorem (Completeness of SLD resolution). For any SLD ;ree of root GO built 
on any selection function, for any correct answer 0 to GO, there exists a success node 
returning an answer more general than 8. 
2.4. The descendance r lationship and local selection functions 
Let N be labeled by a goal G: “SG, Rest”. Let P be obtained by the resolution 
of N against the rule “Head:-Body”. P is labeled by: “(Body, Rest)cr” (Body can 
be empty). One can trace the literals in G’ back to the nodes at which they were 
first introduced. This is done as follows. 
Definition. A literal lita in P is said to be introduced at N if bit belongs to Body. 
If lit belongs to Rest, liter is said to be introduced at the node Q (higher than N 
on the SLD tree) if the literal lit in G was introduced at Q. 
A literal lito in P is said to be most recently introduced, if litu was introduced at 
a node Q and if no other literal in P was introduced at a ode strictly between Q 
and I? 
P (resp. its subgoal) is said to be a direct descendant of Q (resp. of its subgoal) 
if the subgoal selected at P was introduced at Q. The descendqnce r lationship is 
the transitive closure of the direct descendance relationship. 
The descendance relationship does not coincide with the property of being lower 
on the SLD tree. On one hand, the descendance relationship captures a logical 
relationship between subgoals: SG’ is a descendant of SG if and only if it was 
(directly or indirectly) introduced by SG. On the other hand, SLD trees capture 
some procedural aspects: a resolution (e.g. of the first literal, p, of a goal “p, q”) 
appears higher on the SLD tree than another one (e.g. of the second literal, q, of 
“p, q”) whenever the former is performed before the latter (p and q do not need 
to be related by a descendance relationship). As an example, on Fig. 2b node 3 is 
not a descendant of node 2, as s(X, bO) is neither directly nor indirectly introduced 
by t(2, c,,). The corresponding AND/OR tree (Fig. 3) shows the descendance 
relationship more explicitly. 
Definition. A local selection function is a selection function that always selects one 
of the most recently introduced literals. 
In this paper, we will focus on trees built using so-cahed local selection functions. 
Local selection functions produce SLD trees with a simple structure, where each 
subgoal SG (selected out of a goal G, at node IV) is treated as if it were yet another 
top goal. If G is written as “SC, Rest”, then all the descendants of G will have the 
form “G’, Restv”, where G’ contains only literals directly or indirectly introduced 
by SG, and Rest remains unchanged, apart from the application of the successive 
substitutions (captured here in q). As a consequence, is followed by a 
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t(ber “~1 
I 
t (b piib 
I 
fails 
t(bnq$ 
I 
fails 
cl 1 
cl I 2 
I x=qj cl 4 
5l 0 
succeeds l 
x = a0 
Choosing the ‘reast instant irted literal 
(a) 
Fig. 2. Lliustra:ion of the 
F=eeds  a0 
. . . . most instantiated y 
(bl 
FRD strategy. 
0 cl . . cl 
Z=b@. X=a0. #=an .
Z=b0. 2=bn. 
Fig. 3. AND/OR tree corresponding to Fig. 2. 
compact set of nodes, called a proof segment, where all the resolution steps are 
geared towards the proof of one answer to SG. 
efinition. N-P is called a proof segment for SG (for N), iff P is lower than M on 
the tree and P is the first node on this branch that does not contain any descendant 
of SG. If q is the current substitution at P, N-P :s said to proue the lemma SGq. P 
is a proof rtode for SGq. 
The restriction to local selection functions wrll turn out to be needed in general 
for a correct definition of SLD-AL resolution (although some weakenings are 
possi’ole). Also, SL-resolution [32,37] (from which SLD resolution was derived) 
was initially defined with local selection functions, whereas current definitions of 
f ‘G 21 use unrestricted selection functions. Although standard _‘9 i 
use a kcal selection function, more advanced systems including co-routining 
facilities call for unrestricted selection functions [41,21]. 
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2.5. Side-way information passing and focus on relevant data 
It is interesting to compare, from the query processing point of view, the formal 
tools provided by the resolution formalism with some other tools developed in the 
database literature. 
The first such tool is unification and the (side-way) propagation of bindings it 
provides. When a subgoal is resolved against a clause (fact), unification provides 
bindings for the variables that are both in the clause and in the subgoal. As the 
latter variables may be shared by other literals in the goal, those bindings also apply 
to these other literals. Hence, unification during resolution provides a unique, 
transparent way to propagate bindings, in a side-way manner, from a subgoal being 
answered to the remaining literals in the goal. This side-way information passing 
notion has been considered as a major concept in the database literature 
[SS, S&8,48]. 
The second notion that plays a major role is that of selection function. The freedom 
to select any of the (most recently introduced) literals in the goal provides a unique 
opportunity to control the evaluation process. This control can be performed either 
by the user or by a query answering optimizer. 
In a Prolog-like programming environment, the order of literals in the body of a 
clause is significant (it is part of the procedural semantics of the language). Knowing 
that the system will always select the first literal to come, the user can specify the 
order in which subgoals will be evaluated. This is a way to give to the user the full 
responsibility for termination and efficiency, for which no automatic solution is 
possible in the general case. 
In deductive and relational database systems, choosing the/a good selection 
function will be the task of the query optimizer: two different selection functions 
can often lead to evaluation costs differing by an order of magnitude. For instance, 
this optimizer may apply a strategy focusing on relevant data (FRD) [38,58], that 
corresponds to the heuristics “make selections first”, popular in database systems 
[4]. Informally, this consists of taking advantage of the constamts appearing in the 
query to consider only the facts relevant o the query. In terms of SLD resolution, 
this corresponds to a selection function thz tries to choose a literal amongst the most 
instantiated ones (whatever this precisely kxxans). 
2.4. Example. Consider the following database: 
r(X, Y):-s(X, Z), t(Z, Y) 
S t 
S(%, hJ ah d . . . . 
&n, b,) 
. 
on, GA= 
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Figures 2(b) and (a), res ctively, display trees obtained by using (resp. not u;&J) 
an FRD strategy to answ r(X, co) on this database. The respective size of the trees 
is a sufficient illustration our point. 
3. SLD-AL resolution 
3.1. In troductinn 
The construction of SL trees follow!: a blind strategy: select a subgoal and 
answer it by further resolution. This strategy is blind as the same subgoal, or similar 
subgoals, may appear at several p!aces of the tree. Not recognizing this similarity 
leads to redundant work and, potentially, i.0 infinite computations. 
For instance, if a subgoal sg(u, X) has already been considered, then there is no 
need to restart the same work when a plew subgoal sg(a, X,) is encountered. 
Recognizing that the second subgoal is no< new and reusing the results obtained 
for the first one, can even avoid entering 2 .J infinite loop. 
There may be an infinite ch when the second subgoal sg(a, X,) is a descendant 
of the first subgoal sg(a, this case, one ~~11 repeat, starting from sg(a, X,), 
exactly the same sequence f resolutions as the one that led from sg(a, X) to 
sg(a,XJ. This leads to similar subgoal, say sg(a, X2). Now, this can be 
repeated infinitely many times. 
SLD-AL resolution can seen as eliminating this subquery redundancy and 
rests on two simple prin es. The admissibility test prevents a subgoal SG 
similar to a previous one SG’ from being indefinitely solved. In the finite and 
function-free case, the adr .issibilit>~ test cuts off any infinite branch. The resolution 
of non-admissible subgoals against previously derived lemmas permits the production 
of further answers, by answering the remaining literals in the goal: the nca-admissible 
goal SG is thus exclusi 
SG’, called its producer. In 
AL-technique. 
resolved against the answers/lemmas proved for 
sequel, we will call this two-fold mechanism the 
3.1. Example n infinite SLD tree vs. a finite SLD-AL tree). We consider the 
transitive closure, tc, of the relation p. 
P(al9 4 Ph 6) 
(1) tw, n-P(X, Y), 
(2) tc(X, Y):- tc(Z, Y), p( x, 2). 
The SLD tree displayed in Fig. 4 for the goal tc( Z,,, a) is infinite as the resolution 
of each tC(Zi, a) against clause (2) introduces a successor tc(&+, , a). Figure 5 
displays an SLD-AL tree corresponding to Fig. 4. In our figures, we will always 
represent a lemma resolution by ereas resolution against clauses 
from the database are represente . The subgoal tc( Z1, a) is not 
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I 
succeeds 
“(pa2 
Fig. 4. An infinite SLD tree for Example 3.1. 
Proof of 
tcfa lp a) 
\ 4 -~tc~z~’ ak 
\ 
PM 0 l a) 
cl pe 
I 
succeeds 
ze = al 
resolution 
uith lemma 
tc(alp al 
tctr,, 
P( 
iE1 =a1 
20~ al) 
I 
succeeds 
Z@ = 42 
Fig. 5. A finite SLD-AL tree for Example 3.1. 
admissible as it is a variant of the root. Hence, it is resolved against a lemma 
tc( a,, a), which was previously proved at node PO. This permits a further search 
of the tree, eventually producing the answer tc(a2, a). 
This section is devoted to a proper definition of the construction of SLD-AL trees. 
Let us first note that, when constructing an SL -AL tree, it is not necessary to 
apply the AL-technique to any type of predicates. Rather, in general, our results 
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on SLD-AL resolution will hold as soon as this AL-technique is applied to recursive 
predicates. Its application to non-recursive predicates is left open to choice. As a 
consequence, we isolate a subset of the predicates of our language, called the 
r-predicates. We suppose that this subset is given and that it contains (except stated) 
at least all the recursive predicates (hence the wording r-predicate). An r-Ziterul 
(r-lemma, r-subgoal) is a literal (lemma, subgoal) built on an r-predicate. 
Together witln the tree itself, the construction of an SLD-AL tree supposes an 
access to the collection S of r-subgoals that have been considered so far and to the 
collection L of r-lemmas that have been proved so far. Both are initialized to the 
empty set. A subgoal in S (and the node P+’ at which it was selected) can become 
a pruducer for other subgoals (nodes). By default, it is not a producer. The root is 
always considered as a producer (for the user). 
A node N on an SL L tree is labeled by a goal G and its selected subgoal 
SG. A node is either a issible or not a&oissible. If SG is not a r-subgoal, then 
N(SG) is always supposed to bc admissible. An SLD-AL tree of root GO and 
database EM? is constructed as follows, up to a local selection function. 
Definition. (Initial step). The root is labeled by GO, which is admissible and a 
producer. 
(Current step). Choose a node N(G, SG) and a resolution against G that has not 
been performed yet. If SG is not admissible, this resolution must be a resolution 
against a lemma. Otherwise, it is against a clause (or a fact) of the database. 
(1) If the r:jtiiution succeeds, add a child P to N, labeled by the goal G’ (subgoal 
Sp’) resulting from the resolution. 
(2) Apply this step if P is a proof node for a r-lemma lem. Add lem to L, if and 
only if it is new, i.e. if it is not an instance of a lemma already in L. 
(3) Apply this step if SG’ is a r-subgoal. If SG’ is an instance of a subgoal SG” 
in S, mark SC7 as non-admissible and SG” as a producer (if it is not already). 
Otherwise, 1s admissible and SG” is added to S. 
reposition (Finiteness in the finite function-free case). If DB is a jinite and 
func?ion-free database, then any SLD-AL tree is finite. 
Proposition 3.2 is proved in Appendix C. SLD-AL resoliution was akeady presen- 
ted in [SO]. However, the definition of SLD-AL trees we give here is different from 
the one we gave there. The SLD-AL trees, as defined in [60], correspond to the 
straight SLD-AL trees that we define in Appendix D. 
3.3. Search strategy and completeness 
e call search strategy any function that is used to select the next 
reso” :tion to try, at each step of the construction of an SLD-AL tree. 
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The notion of a search strategy is important n particular for completeness in the 
general case. In the general case, SLD-AL trees can be infinite. Hence, the search 
strategy may not construct he whole tree, but may get caught into an “infinite part” 
of the tree, without exploring the rest of it. A search strategy is fair if any potential 
resolution is selected after a finite number of steps. When the SLD-AL tree is finite 
(for instance if M9 is finite and function-free), any search strategy is fair. Our 
definition of fairness is compatible with the definition given in [36] for SLD trees. 
3.3. Theorem (Completeness of SLD-AL resolution). For any goal GO, for any (focal) 
selection function and any fair search strategy, if 8 is a correct answer to GO, there is 
a success node on the SLD-AL tree returning an answer more general than 8. 
This completeness result is proved in Appendix A. 
3.4. Variations on the admissibility test 
Several alternative definitions of the admissibility test are possible, all of them 
leading essentially tc the same completeness properties. We could for instance have 
defined SG’ to be non-admissible if there was an ancestor SG” of SG’ suck that 
SG’ was an instance of SG”. Or we could have replaced the instance notion by the 
variant one (we do so in Section 5). Accordingly, this leads to four possible alternative 
definitions. Our completeness (Theorem 3.3) and finiteness (Proposition 3.2) results 
hold for any of them. However, the complexity results of Section 6 hold only when 
the admissibility test compares a subgoal to any previous subgoal on the tree (not 
only its ancestors), as defined in Section 3.2. 
3.5. Further examples 
Besides the example given in the introduction to this section, we give a few 
examples showing the behavior of SLD-AL resolution in various contexts. 
3.4. Example (77ze Fibonacci function ). Let the Fibonacci 
_M(L, 1) 
Jib(2,L) 
function be defined as 
Jib(X, Y):-plus(X’, 1, X),jb(X’, I/‘), 
plus(X”, 1, X’),Jib(X”, Y”), plus( Y’, y”, Y). 
When assuming the (countably many) facts of the plus relation to be provided on 
request by a procedure, one can builcl a SLD-AL tree of top goal jib(n, Y) and 
whose size is linear in n. ence, $b(n, Y) can be computed by searc 
-AL tree in both time and space linear in n. This is done while using a 
function which selects the literals in their order of appearance in the above rules. 
Other selection fu ctions may lead to infinite trees (as, fop instance, if a non- 
instantiated su goal, say _#W X ‘, 7, is selected). 
The restriction to loud seiectio 
restriction to local selection folnc 
N, the choice of 4(X 
the production of the lemma 
r-lemmas nor answers to the t 
Ph, al 
P(Q2, &I 
n_tc(X, Y):-tc(X, Y), 
tc(X, Y):-p(X, Y) 
tc(X, Y):-p(X, Z), tc(& Y). 
3.6. ExampIe (ln$inite SLD-AL trees). In the general case, an SLD-AL tree can be 
of a branch may become i
there is an infini sequence of res44tions 
each node is a c e infinite branches are similar to 
the width of a branch may also become infinite. If 
the database is i hen a subgoal can be successfully resolved 
atabase is finite, this may happen when a 
against infinitely many lemmas. In both 
cases, the node has infinitely any (direct) children. Such infinitely wide branches 
may occur on an SLD tree only when the database is infinite. Finally, note that 
these two kinds of in~niteness may coexist. 
Although the niteness requires that there are infinitely many 
facts derivable fr ind may appear even when there are only finitely 
many facts deriva even none as in Fig. 7(A)). 
n_tcCXdiO 
non- issi9lc 
eeee 
It.1 
_ 7. General case: two infinite StD-At trees. 
An SLD-AL tree of infinite 
the database: 
7(A)) is obtained ~4th the 
An SLD-AL tree of infinite w&&h is obtained (Fig. 7(B)) with the goal 9( Y) on the 
database: 
!?(a) 
df cm:-qw ).
3.6. Subgoal generalization and SLD-ALG resolutim 
af SLD-AL trees is that they may become infinite even when there 
any facts derivable from EM?. The reason is that subgoals may become 
plexity while remaini dmissible, as displayed in Fig. ?(A). In 
this section, we outline SLD-ALG resol (see also [do]), obtained from SLB-AL 
resolution by the introduction of the subgoal generalization technique 154,291. 
The main idea is to replace a subgoal SG by a generalized subgoal SG’, as soon 
as the complexity of SG goes beyond a given threshold. This threshold is expressed 
as a bound to the term-depth (Section 2.2) that a (sub)term is allowed to reach in 
SG. The generalization SG’ of SG is then obtained by replacing all (sub)terms in 
SG whose term-depth is greater than this threshold, by a new variable. For instance, 
if this threshold is 2, then the subgoal pred(f(X, g(a))) is generalized into 
prMf(X, ZN. 
SLD-ALG resolution can then be defined CD-AL resolution, except th 
subgoal SG is replaced by its generalization whenever the corn 
goes beyond this threshold. Also, SLD-ALG resolution must the 
8 to SC’ is an answer to SG; this is done by uni 
-ALG resolution incorporates the following trade- 
oak leads to a finite number of different subgoals and the admissibility test 
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cuts off any infinitely long branch. On the other hand, answers to the generalized 
subgoal SG’ are not necessarily answers to the initial one. This is a potential loss 
of efficiency, as irrelevant answers/lemmas will be produced. 
SLD-ALG trees enjoy nice properties: they are complete search spaces (under 
fair search strategies) and are finite as soon as the Herbrand model of DB is finite. 
Formally, SLD-ALG resolution slightly generalizes OLDT resolution [54], as any 
local selection function is now allowed (OLDT is restricted to ordered clauses). 
4. Redundancy elimination on SLD and SLD-AL trees 
4.1. Presentation 
Again, an easy way to obtain an intuition about redundancy elimination is to use 
the analogy with graph-searching, as presented in Section 2.1. Along this analogy, 
we identify the query answering process with the construction of those paths in the 
graph that meet the requirements expressed by the rules. Now, when constructing 
these various paths, it will happen that the same vertex, i.e. the same individual of 
the database, is encountered several times. Natural questions arise: are these various 
events redundant? Under what conditions can we stop constructing apath, because 
one of its vertices has already been considered? 
In the resolution formalism, a goal specifies, at each stage of the computation, 
what kind of path remains to be constructed to answer the top query. The natural 
idea is thus to compare these goals and to test whether their path “specifications” 
are identical, variant, or if one is more general than the other. 
As an example, consider the data and the rules of Example 4.1. A data graph 
and an SLD tree of root q(a, Y) are given in Fig. 8. To answer this query, we need 
to return the terminal nodes of all paths of length 3, whose initial node is a. When 
constructing these paths, we meet he individual d three times. The goals associated 
with the two first such events (nodes 1 and 2 on the SLD tree) are essentially 
identical: one of them is redundant and can be discarded; the goal associated with 
the third such event (node 3) is clearly different, as it requires two additional moves 
in the graph, instead of just one. 
4.1. Example. Let q(X, Y) be defined as 
4(X YbPCX a, P(5 w, PC u, Y) 
together with the data: 
P(Q, b) Pu4 4 PM 4 Pkf) 
P(Q, 4 Pk 4 
A first objective of this section is thus to provide the adequate tools to compare 
goals and to recognize when one of them is redundant. Formally, we will use a 
0 VI 0 pwr we pue Y) 
Fig. 8. Redundancy elimination: a simple example. 
subsumption-based technique [ 18,371 to detect redundancy. However, this test is 
expensive to apply: from the practical point of view, we will only consider estricted 
versions of it (Section 5). 
Another important aspect o take into account when detecting redundancy, is that 
redundancy may be relative to one given path construction subproblem, or, in other 
words, relative to one given ancestor in the SLP/SLD-AL tree. As an example, let 
us take the definition of sg and the database given in Example 2.1. Figure 9 displays 
both the data graph and an SLD tree of root sg(a, Y). As already discussed in 
Section 2.1, one can construct two different paths to answer the goal sg(a, Y) on 
this data. These two paths are, respectively, 
The answering process essentially follows these paths: after having followed the 
edges a + b (resp. a -, c), we obtain the goals “sg( b, V), p’( Y, V)” (resp. “sg(c, V), 
p’( Y, V)“), which specify what remains to do (nodes 3 and 9 of the SLD tree). 
Following the edges b -+ d and c + d, one arrives twice at d, with two occurrences 
of the goal, “sg(d, V,), p’( V, V,), p’( Y, V)” (nodes 5 and 11). These two occurrences 
are clearly redundant relatively to the top goal: to go from a to f, one needs to 
search the path d -, e + f only once. 
hu 
Optimized SLD tr 
gal#u~ l p’ (VA) 
3: 
ii 
g(d, Vl) R pv WVl) D 
p’ CY# VI 
I 
I 
9: gb VL p’ (YP VI 
I 
If: sa(dAlI, p’ WAIIII 
‘CY# VI 
I 
1 
13: P’CY, @I 
I 
14: 0 Y=f 
Fig. 9. An optimized tree for the sg example. 
However, the two nodes 5 and 11 are not redundant relative to all their ancestors. 
Suppose for instance that we discard node 11. Then the subgoal sg( c, V), selected 
at node 9, does not get its answer V = e: the path c + d -) e is not fully constructed. 
More generally, we will say that node 11 is only globally redundant (relatively to 
some of its ancestors), but not 1ocalZy redundant: it is not redundant relative to all 
its ancestors. As opposed, node 13 is locally redundant (if one decides to resolve 
11 and to reach 13): it is redundant relative to its unique ancestor, namely the root 
Finally, let us take advantage of this example to contrast the AL-technique an 
redundancy elimination. Consider again the nodes 5 and 11 on the tree. Both have 
c (d, V,) as selected subgoal. The AL-technique avoids answering this subgoal 
.=wice,3 and shares results between these two nodes. However, both nodes are further 
exploited; none of them is simply discarded. Hence the two branches of the tree 
are searched further. s opposed, redundancy elimination aims at pruning one 
whole branch. 
3 This can be more complex than in the present case! 
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4.2. (Db- )subsumption 
We now define the db-subsumption test (database-subsumption) which will be 
used to detect the redundancy of goals. Let Nt and N2 be two nodes having a 
common ancestor N, labeled by “SG, Rest”. It follows that !Vi (i = 1,2) is labeled 
by a goal of the form “Gi, Rest~i”, where Gi is the set of literals descendant of SG 
at node Ni, and vi is the current substitution at node Ni. 
This db-subsumption test must not only guarantee that a success node can be 
reached from N2 whenever one success node can be reached from N, . It must only 
ensure that the bindings returned by these success nodes will give the same values 
to the output variables of G1 and G2, i.e. to those variables that carry values for 
SG. This is the reason why the following test includes the comparison of SGq, and 
SGQ. Example 4.3, given at the end of this section, provides more insight into 
output variables. 
Definition. Nl is db-subsumed by N2 relatively to N if there is a substitution CT such 
that: 
(1) for any literal lit in G2, lita is in G, ; 
(2) SGQU = SGr,, . 
N1 is strongly db-subsumed by Nz relatively to N if there is a substitution a such that: 
(1) onecan!indasubsetS={lit:,i=l,..., n} of G1 and a one-to-one mapping 
between S and cj2 such that lit:cr = Zit! ;
(2) SGr)2a = SGq,. 
The nod.e N, is said to be redundant relative to N if there is a node N2, created 
before N,, such that N, is strongly db-subsumed by N2 relative to N. N1 is locall” 
redundant, if it is redundant relative to all its ancestors. 
Strong db-subsumption is strictly stronger than db-subsumption. For instance, if 
G1 is “p(X, Y)” and G2 is “p(X’, Y’), p(Z’, U’)“, then N1 can not be strongly 
db-subsumed by N2, whereas it may be subsumed (? remains to check the second 
part of the test definition). We need strong db-subsumption for completeness: ee 
Appendices E and A. Our notion of strong subsumption is stronger than the 
&subsumption of Loveland [37], as Loveland would only require that Gz has fewer 
liter& than G1. 
We note the following property, without proving it. 
roper@ If N, is redundant relative to one of its ancestors N, then N, is redundant 
relative to all the ancestors of N. 
e. Let us consider the following database: 
(1) P(X):-d Y), 4X, Y) 
(2! PWbdx), r( Y, X) 
q(a) r(b, a). 
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The goal GO = p(X) admits two answers, namely X = a and X = b. Resolving the 
goal G,, against clauses (1) and (2) leads respectively to the goals “q( YJ, r(X, , Y,)” 
(substitution (X/X,, Y/ Y,}) and “q(X2), r( Y2, X2)” (substitution (XIX,, Y/ YZ}). 
These two goals are variant, hence subsume ach other (by applying the substitution 
{X,/ YZ, Y,/X2} to the first goal, one obtains the second one). If we were interested 
only in the existence of one answer to GO, we could discard one of them: whenever 
a success node is reached from one of them, another success node can be reached 
from the other one. 
However, we are interested here in the complefeness of the answer to GO. From 
this point of view, these two goals are not equivalent: the first one returns X = X, = 6; 
the second one returns X = X, = a. The reason why these two goals are not equivalent 
is clear: the substitution IX,/ YZ, Y,/X,} does not map the ~~t~~t variable (X,) of 
the Srst goal onto the output variable (X,) of the second ne, but onto another 
variable ( Y2). 
4.3. Optimized SLD trees 
When building an SLD tree, completeness i usually sought only for the top goal. 
Hence, nodes that are found to be redundant relative to the root are simply not 
added to the tree. This yields the following definition. 
efinition (Optimized SLD trees). Given a selection function and a (fair) search 
strategy, an optimized SLD tree of root GO is built as an %D tree, except that a 
node which is redundant relatively to GO, is not added to the tree. 
4.4. Theorem (Completeness of optimized SLD trees). 1’ 8 is a correct answer to 
G,, then, on any optimized SLD tree of root Go, there is a success node returning an 
answer more general than 0. 
The completeness of SLD resolution (Theorem 2.3) is a corollary of Theorem 
4.4. This result also holds for non-local selection functions, and is proved in 
Appendix A.3. 
4.4. Local and global optimization of SLD-AL resolution 
SLD-AL resolution, unlike SLD resolution, puts a certain emphasis on the answers 
to some local subgoals, the producers, as their answers can be shared between several 
subgoals. Further, in the general case, it is not possible to ensure the completeness 
of the answer to the top goal without ensuring the completeness of the answer to 
all producers: an example of s ch a case is given at the end of this section. In order 
to take this into account, our definition of optimized SLD-AL trees will guarantee 
that any producer gets a complete answer. This is a sufficient (but not necessary) 
condition to ensure completeness of the answer to the top goal. 
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We are now facing the following difficulty: one never knows, when creating a 
node N, whether or not it will become a producer later on. Hence, one may decide, 
at a given point of time, not to resolve a descendant P of N because P is redundant 
relatively to the root (but not necessarily relatively to N). However, later on, N 
may become a producer and require a complete answer. One needs, at that time, 
to further resolve R 
A first (simple) solution is to further resolve a I the nodes that are not locally 
redundant. In this case, a complete answer is obtained for all local subgoals, in 
particular for all producers. 
Definition. A ZocaZly optimized SLD-AL tree is an SLD-AL tree where a locally 
redundant goal is not added to the tree. 
A second and more complex approach consists of discarding all locally redundant 
nodes and in resolving globally redundant ones only if they are needed for some 
producers. 
Definition. A node NI is said to be currently asleep if it is redundant relatively to 
all its ancestors N that are producers. NI is currently active if it is neither asleep 
nor locally redundant. A globaNy optimized SLD-AL tree is built as an SLD-AL 
tree, except that (1) a node N can be chosen for further resolution if and only if 
it is active; (2) the step 3, admissibility test, is applied on F if and only if P is active. 
4.5. Theorem (Completeness of optimized SLD-AL _ :solution). For any goal GO, 
for any (local) s ktion function and any fair sear-r1 strategy, if 8 is a correct aizswer 
to GO, there is a success node on any globally optimized SLD-AL tree returning an 
answer mox general than 8. 
This definition of globally optimized SLD-AL trees is abstract, as it does not 
specify any way to manage asleep/active nodes: how can we, at a given time, 
reconsider previously asleep nodes that have been woken up (made active), because 
one of their ancestors has become a producer? This practically complex problem 
has been addressed in the QoSaQ framework [61], by Hulin [23] and in the Magic 
Counting method [51]. 
4.6. Example. Let us modify the data of Example 2.1 by adding a cycle in the 
relation p (fact p( d, c)) and two new facts in the relation p’( p’(g, f) and p’( h, g)). 
We obtain (see Fig. 10): 
Pb, b) P’k d) MO 
Pb, 4 P’(fi 4 
Pu4 4 P’k,f) 
Pk & P’u4 d 
PM 4. 
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Data: 
P P 
/\ 
I P’ 
b c e 
Uptirnized SLD-AL tree: 1: sgtar Y? 
I 
2: p(ar WI sgW,V), p’ (Y,Vl 
/ 
3: sg(b, VI, P’ WD VI 
I 
gCd, Vl,, p’(V,Vll,p’ (VP VI 
\ 
I \ 
7: p’(Y, e) 13: sg~crv~), p’ cv1,vz’, 
I 
p’ tv,v,, , p’ (Y, VI 
8: a 
II 
Y=f 
16: p’ (Yf,eI, p’ (VcVl), 
p’ (Y, VI 
I 
I 
18: p’ (Y, g) 
I 
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V =Q sg[c,e) 
Redundantipart of the tree 
Fig. 10. An optimized SLD-AL tree with a node being woken up. 
In the first case (Fig. 9), node 11 had been declared globally redundant, but not 
locally redundant. Now, because of the node 13 which is obtained from d (node 
5) by following the edge back to c, the subgoal sg( c, V) (node 9) becomes a producer. 
If the lemma sg(c, e) is not produced at all, then one cannot perform the lemma 
resolution leading from node 13 to 16. This has the disastrous effect hat the answer 
Y = h to the top query is not reached. The node 11 needs therefore to be woken 
up and further resolved, until the lemma sg(c, e) is produced. This allows the search 
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of the branch producing Y = h. Note that node 15 is locally redundant and can 
safely be discarded. 
5. Application to deductive databases: the QoSa 
5.1. Presentation 
In this section, we apply SLD-AL resolution to the field of deductive databases 
[17] and we derive a general query evaluation procedure, called QoSaQ, which is 
further described in a companion paper [61]. The essential factor to take into account 
when investigating query evaluation on (deductive) databases, is the potentially 
enormous number of facts which are stored on secondary storage. In comparison, 
we will consider that the number of rules remains smaller, and we make the following 
(classic) distinction.4 
Hypothesis HI. We distinguish between base predicates (or base relations) which 
are exclusively defined by means of (potentially many) explicit facts (tuples), and 
virtual predicates, defined by means of rules. 
QoSaQ is obtained from SLD-AL resolution through (I) the representation of 
(sets of) goals by means of (sets of) tuples, and (2) the translation of the operations 
of SLD-AL resolution on goals onto operations on tuples. 
The rationale behind this approach is the following. Clearly, we want to avoid 
an explicit manipulation of (sets of ) goals, as goals may become very long strings. 
Further, the choice of a representation of (sets of) goals by means of (sets of) tuples 
is dictated by the lessons drawn from the implementation of relational database 
systems: it is now widely recognized that, in order for the query evaluator/optimizer 
to perform best, it is advantageous to decompose the operations to be performed 
onto operations on (sets of) tuples. 
The two following hypotheses are both convenient and classic, although neither 
is, strictly speaking, necessary for the representation of goals by tuples. 
2. Any clause/fact in the database is range-restricted, i.e. any variable 
in its head also appears in its body. 
The interest of 2 is that any fact in, or derivable from, a range-restricted atabase, 
is ground. As a consequence, all the intermediate tuples manipulated by QoSaQ 
will be ground. Relaxing Ii2 requires making QoSaQ able to handle non-ground 
tuples; this is a fairly easy task. 
4 Although “hybrid” relations can be accommodated. 
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Hypothesis H3. The database is function-free, i.e. neither clauses nor facts contain 
any function symbols. 
The interest of 3 is primarily to ensure termination of the evaluation 
(see Proposition 3.2). Relaxing H3 is less easy than relaxing 
5.2. On the representation of goals 
52.1. Stack-wise representation 
We adopt a stack-wise approach to represent goals of an SLD/SLD-AL tree. 
Along this approach, the information contained in a goal G (node N) is split into 
several pieces, one piece for each ancestor of N. 
Let (NO,. . . , IV,, = N) be the sequence of ancestors of N. The information to be 
attached to Ni is the information known at node Ni but not known at node Ni_, . 
Let the goal Gi-1 (node Ni-1) be of the form “SGjmI, Resti-,“. Then the goal Gi is 
of the form “SGi, Set,, Resti-ivi”, where “SGi, Seti” is the set of literals most 
recently introduced into Gi and Oi the composition of the substitutions performed 
between Ni-1 and Ni- The information stored in Resti- is already known at node 
Ni-1. Hence, at node Ni, we need to store only the information contained in 
(SG,, Set,, vi). This decomposition of N is summarized in Table 1. 
Table 1. Stack-wise decomposition of goals 
Go : SG, 
WGG,,Set,,a,) 
. . . 
Ni :(SGi, Set,, ui) 
. 
N = 4, :W,,, Set,,, u,,) 
The goal G = G,, associated to N is: 
“SC, Set,,,[Set,,-,[Sef,,-,[. . .lu,,-Jo,,-,lq,” 
52.2. Current tuple of bindings 
Let (SG, Set, o) be the information to be attached to a node N. We want to 
represent this information while separating the values of the bindings, provided by 
o-, from the syntactic information independent from these bindings. This syntactic 
’ The distinction we will make between input and output arguments becomes more complex. 
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information can then be shared by (potentially many) goals of the same form. This 
is done as follows. 
Let N be a direct descendant of N,, labeled by the goal G,: “SG,, Rest,“. Let 
SG, be resolved against t e rule Cl: ‘Vito:-lit, , . . . , lit,“. Let SG be litko. Let Set 
be “(I&+, , . . . , lit&Y6 
The syntactic information to be attached to N is “lit,, . . . , lit,.,“. The actual bindings 
provided by o to variables of Cl are kept in a current uple attached to N, which 
is constructed as follows. 
The binding of a variable X of Cl has to be kept in the current tuple, If this 
binding is already known and if it is still useful. The binding for X is already known 
either if it was provided as an input argument to the rule, i.e. if X appears in lit, 
and received this binding by the resolution with SG, (top-down propagation), or if 
this binding resulted as an answer to a subgoal correspor?ding to a previous literal 
of the rule, i.e. if X appears in a literal li+, j < k (side-way] ropagation). This binding 
for X is still useful either if it is needed as an output argument for the rule, i.e. if 
an occurrence of X in lit, corresponds to a variable in SG, (bottom-up propagation), 
or if it is needed for a subgoal yet to be resolved in the rule, i.e. if X appears in a 
literal li$, j 3 k (side-way propagation). 
It is convenient to attach to N a frame “(envir)_SG”, where (envir) collects the 
environment arguments of SG. The binding of X is an environment argument of SC 
if and only if it is kept in the current tuple attached to N and it is not needed in 
SG (X does not appear in lib, ). Otherwise, i.e. if X appears in lit,, its binding is 
an input argument of SG. 
5.2.3. Bottom-up propagation of answer tuples: the lcid/lcont device 
The stack-wise representation introduces an operation, otherwise unknown in 
SLD-AL resolution, which is called bottom-uppropagation of answers. This operation 
is a side-effect of the stack-wise representation of goals. Let N, be the goal “SG,, 
Rest,“. Let (SG, Set, a) be the information to be attached to a direct descendant 
N of N1. substitution a contains bindings for variables of Rest,, as the goal 
associated to N, is “SC, Set, Rest&‘. Along our stack-wise representation, these 
bindings are a priori unknown to N,. Eventually, these bindings have to be re- 
associated with N,. This happens when all the literals remaining in “SC, Rest” 
have been successfully resolved, i.e. when the rules have been successfully executed. 
If Cl(“lit,:-lit,, . . . , lit/‘) was the rule resolved with SG,, we will consider that 
the execution of the rule Cl provides an answer tuple for SG,. This answer tuple 
is obtained by keeping the bindings for a variable X of Cl if and only if an occurrence 
of X in lit, corresponds to a variable in SG, . 
Finally, as the information attached to N, and to N is separated, we need a 
device to correctly return such an answer tuple to N, . This is achieved through a 
so-called lcid/ lcont device. 
’ Note that we 
been resolved. 
arbitrarily numbered the literals in such a way that the (k - 1 )st first ones have already 
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efinition. To any node N whose subgoal SC is virtual, we give a local context 
identijcr, lcid. To any node N’, we give a local context, lcont, equal to the lcid of 
its direct ancestor. 
Other solutions to re-associate answers with subgoals are discussed in [al]. 
5.2.4. Stack-wise representation of goals on an example 
5.1. Example. Let us consider the following (recursive) rule (top goal t( u, Y)): 
r(X o-pm, u, WI, 4 v, w, PY K w, n 
where p and p’ are base relations. The resolution of r( a, Y) against his rule produces 
first the goal G “~(a, U, W), r( U, V), p’( V, W, Y)“. In a database system, the set 
of p-facts matching p(a, U, W) can be large. Let { p(a, bi, ci) 1 i = 1, . . . , n} be this 
set. Resolving G against each of these facts, we obtain a set of goals: 
“r(bi, V), p’( V, ci, Y)“, i = 1,. . . , PZ. 
The syntactic information attached to these goals is identical for all of them, and 
is “r( U, V), p’( V, W, Y)“. Their current tuples keep bindings for U and for W (the 
binding for X is not needed any more, and the other variables have not received 
bindings yet). We thus obtain a set of tuples, noted as: (” W, * U) = 
{(ci, bi)l i = 1,. . . , n}. The frames associated with these goals/tuples are (ci)-t( bi, V). 
Now, suppose that the node N, labeled by “r( bI , V), p’( V, cl, Y)” has a direct 
descendant N: of the form “r( b: , V’), p’( V’, c: , V), p’( V, cl, Y)“, then the informa- 
tion contained in this node can be decomposed, as in Table 1: 
N : W-r@,, V); 
N: : (cJ)_r(b:, V’). 
Further, the lcont of N: is equal to the lcid of N, . 
Suppose now that further resolving the goal labeling N’, returns the answer V = d, 
to the subgoal r( b, , V) selected at N, . Suppose further that V = dl is not a correct 
answer to r( b2, V). Then the answer tuple (d,) must be associated with the frame 
(cJ_r( b, , V) to produce the subgoal p’( d, , cl, Y). As opposed, associating (d,) with 
the frame (cJ-_r( b2, V), and producing the subgoal p’( d, , c2, Y) would be an 
incorrect step. Wy construction, (q)_r( 6,) V) and (c2)_r( b2, V) will be given two 
different lcids, and the lcont of (d,) will be equal to the lcid of ( cl)-r( 6, , V). This 
will permit only the correct steps to be performed. 
5.2.5. Comparison with (recursive) programming languages 
ere is an obvious analogy with the representation of the state of a program, 
with the associated manipulation o frames, in the context of a recursive 
programming language. n particular, in rolog implementations, SLD goals are 
also represented as a stack of frames. This analogy, however, falls short on two 
major aspects. 
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(1) We intend to be able to manipulate “sets of environments” and “sets of 
subgoals”; in a programming environment (e.g. Pro10 ) only one call to a procedure 
is issued at a time. 
(2) The manipulations we perform on environments re not a mere combination 
of “push” and “pop” operations. This is due to the complex issue of returning 
lemmas to all the corresponding non-zdmissible nodes: a lemma to be resolved with 
a non-admissible goal G, may be proved only @Ier was considered (in another 
branch). To solve this issue, we adopt here a so-c of the 
tree, where G is not merely popped after it was cons t until 
all lemmas necessary for G have been proved and used. See Appendix D for another 
solution. 
5.3. Rule compilation 
The purpose of a compilation process is to predetermine (1) the representation 
of the data to be manipulated during the evaluation, and (2) the operations to be 
performed on these data. In our case, this process predetermines the “shape” of 
the frames, current tuples and answer tuples, and the operations to be performed 
on them. This compilation has three main characteristics. 
(1) For each rule defining a predicate pred, it may produce one compiled rule 
for each possible instantiation pattern for pred. Intuitively, two (sub)goals are said 
to have same instantiation patterns when they differ at most on the value of constants 
or on the names of their variables. For instance, r(a, Y) and r( 6, Y) have the same 
instantiation patterns; as opposed, t(X, c) has a different instantiation pattern. 
Definition. The pattern o of a literal lit is a string of length 2 (the arity of Zit) over 
the set {b, 1,. . . , I}. The jth symbol of o is: (1) 6 if the jth argument of lit is a 
constant; (2) i if the jth argument of lit is its ith free variable, when free variables 
of lit are considered in their order of appearance. 
Examples. The pattern of q( a, Y) is 6 1; the pattern of t( a, Y, Y, 2 j is 6 112. 
(2) It pre-orders the literals in the body of the rule, by (pre)applying a so-called 
homogeneous selection function. A local selection function is homogeneous if it retains, 
as a unique criteria, the instantiation pattern o he subgoal against which the rule 
is resolved. Homogeneous election functions o make possible a precompilation 
process, as it avoids making use of the actual values of bindings. We do not commit 
ourselves to any particular selection function. In examples, we use a “focus on 
relevant data” strategy (Section 2.5). 
(3) It determines one so-called tuple-literal for each literal in the body of the 
rule, and a so-called target-list, o collect the answer tuples produced by the execution 
of the rule. A tuple-literal (t-literal for short) is an abstract structure that represents 
the “shape” of frames, and keeps the variables for which bindings should be ke 
Intuitively, a t-literal can be derived from a frame (envir)_SG by replacing the actual 
binding of X by a placeholder *X, called a *argument. 
Example. (* W)_r( * U, V) is t e t-W34 associated with 4 
say, (c,)_r(b, , V) in 
Let R be a mk and Hea& be Its 
pattern for pred. A possibk ~o~~i~~t~o~ 
following six stages. 
(1) “‘Apply” o to R: if occurrences of the s 
two different arguments of 
no compiled rule (R, o ). Otherwise, we note o the resulting rule. For instance, if 
fails; if o = 11 and R: 
wt variables in Ro : a variable is an input (resp. 
ourput) variable iff it appears as an argument of the head of Ro and this argument 
corresponds to b (resp. to a digit) in W. Note that a variable can be both an input 
and an output variable, as in: o = bl and Head = p( X, X). 
(3) Generate the da 0): Target = (t, , . . . 9 id), where d is the number 
of different digits in o stant a (resp. * Y) if the ith digit of Q corresponds 
to Q (resp. Y) in the 
(4) Choose an ord literals in the body of Ro. Let “lit&it,, . . . , lit,.,” 
the resulting 
of the form as 
foliows: 
*Ii& is obtained from lit, by replacing a variable Y by * Y whenever Y is an 
input variable or appears in lit, (0 c 1 c k). The * Y are the input arguments of tlit,. 
(envir) is tuple of distinct of 
tl& 3 
X does in *litk 
X is an input or appears in lit, (0~ 1< k) 
(3) X is an output or appears in (j k). 
tained by replacing X by 
e co iled rule (R, o) 
ah l l l a” tlit, ak Target. 
The &edge is a rule-introduction edge; h-edges are horizontal edges.’ The set SR( GO) 
of compiled rules relevant o G,, as defined as follows, is always finite. 
A compiled rule (R, o ) is relevant to go, if ( pred, O) is relevant o Go, 
with instantiation pattern o or (b) there is a t-literal 
rule relevant o Go, such that tlit is built on pred and 
7 ~o~z~~~a~ edges were cal ed sibling edges in 
43 
e (continued ). e (recursive) rule of our runnin 
e compiled onto (for the pattern b 1): 
the QoSaQ point of view, ed 
instance, the horizontal ed 
J(*LJ, V) +hp’(*v$ * w, Y) 
requires, for each frame (Ci)-r(bi, V), the evaluatio 
once this is done (say V = di), the production of a fram 
p’(” v, * w, Y). 
The G-edge is a triggering edge, triggering the exec_oPti 
on pred, of pattern o. 
5.4. Data manipulation in QoSaQ 
QoSaQ is a non-deterministic procedure, built on 
basic operations are obtained by translating the basic SIC n 
on goals, onto operations on tuples. These 6 
of tuples, attached to a t-literal tlit, that we n 
Definition. A current uple CT (for tlit) is a c-ary tupk, 8s soon act dit contains c 
distinct *arguments. *arguments of tlit are consi zred in their order of appearance 
in tlit. 
The query tuple QT associated to the current tuple CT is the projection of C’P 
onto the input arguments of tlit. 
An answer tuple AT for tlit is a d-ary tuple if tlit has d distinct free variables. 
Free variables are considered in their order of appearanee in t&. 
An intermediate tuple IT ia either a current tuple or an answer tuple. 
We recall that a current tuple CT for tlit represents a fra 
be obtained by replacing a *argument in tlit by its value 
mind, the definitions and the basic operations of QoSaQ given in the rest of this 
section, should be clear. 
5.4.1. Admissibility test and attribution of kids 
The implementation of the AL-technique supposes that query tuples and answer 
tuples for r-predicates are stored, apart from the answering process. 
done by providing a query relation, storing que tuples, and an answer r~~~~i~~, 
nswer tuples, for each pair @red, o), attern 
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Definition. A query tuple QT (and the current tuple CT it derives from), attached 
to a t-literal tlit, is non-admissible if and only if tlit is built on a r-predicate and QT 
is not new when CT is generated. Otherwise, QT (and CT) are admissible. 
Attribution of kids: an admissible query tuple QT (and its current tuple CT) is 
given a new kid. If QT is non-admissible, CT (QT) receives the kid of the first 
occurrence of Q7? 
An intermediate tuple IT is a direct descendant of CT if and only if kid (CT) = 
Icont( IT). 
5.4.2. The three basic operations 
Let CT be a current tuple for a t-literal tlit, built on pred, and let QT be its query 
tuple. Each of the three basic operations on tuples includes the generation of a 
current/answer tuple for a t-literal or for a target list. 
If pred denotes a base relation, the horizontal operation on CT amounts to 
resolving a goal against a fact; this operation is essentially a join/projection. Let 
NEXT be the construct following tlit in its compiled rule. NEXT is indifferently 
a t-literal or a target !ist. 
Definition (Horizontal operation). From a current tuple CT and a tuple T for pred 
which matches QT, generate an intermediate tuple IT by projecting (CT, T) over 
the *arguments of NEXT9 Zcont( IT) is set equal to Zcont( CT). 
Let pred be now a virtual predicate. 
The top-down operation amounts to resolving a subgoal SG against a rule. It is 
executed for each compiled rule (R, o) for (pred, 0). Let tlit, be the first t-literal 
in (R, 0). 
efimition (Top-down operation). Select CT if it is admissible and if QT matches 
the head of (R, w). If CT is selected, generate a tuple CT, by projection over the 
*arguments of tlit, . lo Set lcont( CT,) = lcid( CT). 
The bottom-up operation consists of returning answers to admissible and non- 
admissible current tuples. NEXT is defined as for the horizontal operation. 
efinition (Bottom-up operation). From a current uple CT and an answer tuple AT 
such that Icont(AT) = kid ( CT), generate an intermediate tuple IT by projecting 
(CT, AT) over the *arguments of NEXT Zcont( IT) is set equal to Icont( CT). 
Observe that the con3rned definitions of the bottom-up operation and of the 
attribution of lcid ensures lthat an answer for a query tuple QT is returned to all 
its admissible and non-admissible occurrences. 
’ This first occurrence was necessarily admissible. 
’ This is possible as, by construction, any *argument *.Y in NEXT appears either as a *argument *X 
or as a free variable X in t/it. 
“’ This is possible as, by const.,,Lr,, G..L:I *zrg;izz.ont of t/it, 2s G “argument in the head of (R, w). 
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5.4.3. On range-restricted databases 
We do not prove the following proposition, given here for the record. 
5.2. Proposition. If the database is range-restricted (Hypothesis H2), then any current, 
query or answer tuple manipulated by QoSaQ, is ground. 
5.4.4. Canonic mapping between QoSaQ tuples and SLD-AL goals 
In this section, we properly describe the canonic mapping from tuples manipulated 
by QoSaQ to goals labeling the nodes of an SLD-AL tree. 
Let (CT,, . . . , CT,) be a sequence of current tuples where CT (i > 1) is a direct 
descendant of CT_, and is a current tuple for tlitji in the compiled rule (Ri, Oi). 
Let us attach each CT, to a node Ni of an SLD-AL tree, where Ni is a descendant 
of Ni_, . We want to construct he following structure: 
Go: SG, 
N: (SG, Set,, 4 . . 
Ni : (SGi, Set;, c;) 
. . 
N,, : (SG., Set,,, 0,) 
Seti (i=l,..., n) is Set{ui where: 
(1) Set: (i = 1,. . . , n) is the set {litji+, , . . . , li&} of literals following litji in Rioi 
(cf. step 4 of our compilation process). 
(2) Ui (i = 1,. . . , n) is UfUi : 
cr: keeps the bindings given by CT, to the variables in Set: : 
o-i = (Xl t} where: X is the kth free variable of tIitj,l:, and t 1s the 
constant c (resp. the variable Y) if the kth attribute of the target list 
Of (Ri, Oi) is C (resp. *Y). 
a: keeps the bindings provided when linking the rules to each other:” 
a: = { Y/d) where: Y is the kth *argument of tlitj, , 
and d is the kth attribute of CT,. 
If SG,, is liti,ai, then the goal G,, associated to CT, is 
“SG,, Set,,, [Set,_,[Set,,_,[. . .]~~_Ju~_~]u,,“. 
To associate an SLD-AL goal to an answer tuple AT, replace CT, by AT in the 
above mapping and do not include SG, in the $nal goal. 
” We suppose that the compiled rules ( Ri, oi) do not share variables. 
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5.5. Redundancy elimination in QoSaQ 
Redundancy eliinination, in a process manipulating tuples, consists of throwing 
away some intermediate tuples that are considered to be re undant. In QoSaQ,as 
in SLD-AL resolution, we distinguish between local and global optimization. 
5.5.1. Local optimization 
Local optimization consists of discarding an interm tdiate tuple as soon as a 
complete answer can be returned to any local subquery, without further processing 
this tuple. Let IT, and IT, be two intermediate tuples either for the same t-literal 
(current tuples) or for the same target list (answer tuples) in the same compiled 
rule. Let G, and G2 be the goals, respectively, associated with IT, and IT2 by the 
canonic mapping of Section 5.4.4. 
5.3. Proposition (Local optimization lemma). I$ (1) ITI and IT, have same lcont 
and (2) IT, = IT,, then G, and G2 are variant. If IT,(G,) is generated after IT,( G2), 
then IT,(G,) is locally redurdant. 
Proof. This results from a trivial application of the canonic mapping (Section 
5.4.4). cl 
5.5.2. Global optimization: on pure input arguments 
In QoSaQ, global optimization consists of detecting when an intermediate tuple 
is potentially redundant relative to the top query, without being necessarily redun- 
dant relative to its (direct) ancestor(s). In the general case (i.e. in the presence of 
the AL-technique), the implementation of global optimization requires the introduc- 
tion of a waking mechanism (see Section 4). In this section, we simply discuss how 
the potential global redundancy of tuples can be detected. A further discussion can 
be found in [61]. 
The detection of global redundancy relies on the distinction between the pure 
and non-pure input arguments of a subgoal. Consider the stack-wise decomposition 
of the node N, as displayed in Table 1. The information stored at the ancestor hri 
of N IS (SC,, Rest,, a,), and its frame is (enviri)_SGi. An input argument of SGi will 
be called pure if it is not needed any more afterwards, i.e. neither in Resti nor as 
a binding for SG,__, . 
“SG,, Set,, [Set,_,[Set,_J.. .]q&qJ~n”. 
It follows that if two goals G and G’ have same stack-wise decomposition, up to 
the pure arguments of their respective ancestors SGi and SG:, the goals G and G’ 
are variant. 
This property on goals carries over to the tuples manipulated by QoSaQ in the 
following way. 
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efinition (Pure input arguments). An input argument of a t-literal tli? in a compiled 
rule CR is pure, if it appears neither in t-liter& following tlit in CR nor in the 
target list of CR. 
We consider two sequences of current tuples (CT, = GO, CT,, . . . , CT,) and 
(CT;= G,, CT;, . . e, CT;). Let Cll, and CT: correspond to the same t-literal in 
the same compiled rule, labeled by tliti. Let CT, (resp. CT;) be a direct descendant 
of CT,-, (resp. CT:__,). Let G and G’ be the two goals associated respectively to 
CT, and CT; by the canonic mapping. 
5.4. Proposition (Global optimization lemma). If (1) Cll, and CT: do not di&r, 
except maybe on some pure input arguments of tliti, and if (2) CT, = CT;, then G 
and G’ are variant. 
Proof. This follows from a trivial application of the canonic mapping (Section 
X4.4), while taking the above comments into account. 0 
In [61), we discuss the attribution to tuples of so-called global optimization 
identifiers (gcid) and global context, such that the two tuples CT, and CT; fulfill 
the above condition whenever (1) CT, = CT: and (2) gcont(CT,) = gcont(CT’,). 
Testing this condition then becomes very easy. 
5.53. On the counting methods 
The implementation of global optimization becomes particularly easy under two 
conditions: (A) the AL-technique is not implemented (the process searches SLD 
trees); (B) no t-literal in SR( G,) has neither environment nor non-pure input 
arguments. Note that (A) implies that termination cannot be guaranteed. 
In this case, completeness can be achieved without a waking mechanism, while 
implementing global optimization (condition (A)). Also, the global optimization 
lemma is particularly easy to apply (condition (B)), as all the arguments of CT 
and CT: are pure input arguments. The condition to test reduces to: (1) CT, = CT: 
and (2) they have same number of ancestors and their ancestors correspond pairwise 
to the same t-literal in the same compiled rule. The latter condition can be imple- 
mented by encoding into numbers the sequence of t-literals used to reach CT,, and 
CT;. We refer to [61] for a discussion on these encoding schemes. 
The resulting procedure corresponds to the counting procedures [5,8,49,61]. 
le. A compiled rule for the recursive rule given in Example 2.1 is given 
by (we do not write empty environment uples): 
sg(*x Y) ““P(“X, U) +h sg(* u, V) +h p’( Y, *v) + h (* Y), 
NO t-literal has either environment or non-pure input arguments. 
e can now compare the execution of QoSaQ with the search of the optimized 
tree displayed in Fig. 9, on the data displayed on the same figure. As direct 
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descendants of the root (sg( J, Y)), one derives the two frames sg( b, V) and sg( c, V). 
Both have as a direct descendant a (different) occurrence of sg(d, V). The two 
corresponding occurrences of the current tuple (d) are globally redundant as the 
same sequence of t-literals is used to reach both of them. 
The detection of global redundancy by QoSaQ does correspond to the detection 
of redundancy by comparing nodes 5 and 11 on the SLD tree (Fig. 9). 
5.6. On QoSaQ 
QoSaQ (global optimization in a QSQ approach) can be seen as the framework 
resulting from: 
(1) The non-deterministic execution of top-down, horizontal and bottom-up 
operations 
(2) The implementation of the AL- technique on a set of so-called r-predicates. 
This set is, by default, the set of recursive predicates; this can, however, be changed 
(by the user, by the compiler). 
(3) The possibility to discard Zocally redundant intermediate tuples. 
(4) The possibility to implement gZobal optimization. This can be done without 
waking mechanism if the set of r-predicates is empty, and with waking mechanism 
otherwise. 
The following theorem follows from the canonic mapping presented in Section 
5.4.4, from the local and global optimization lemmas, and from the completeness 
of globally optimized SLD-AL resolution. 
5.6. Theorem. QoSaQ returns a complete answer to GO whether or not local optimization 
is performed and whether or not global optimization (with adequate waking mechanism) 
is performed. If any recursive predicate is a r-predicate, then QoSaQ always terminates. 
If there is no :-predicate, then (general) global optimization can be implemented without 
waking mechanism (in this case, however, QoSaQ may not terminate). 
The Magic Counting procedure can also be understood as an i plementation of 
QoSaQ, valid only for linear rules [5 11. The restrictions they made permit, in 
particular, a relatively simple waking mechanism. 
pper-bound for the 
6.1. Worst-case upper-bound 
In this section, we provide an upper-bound to the number of tuples manipulated 
by the QoSaQ procedure. 
Let GO be a query. Let SR( GO) be the set of compiled rules relevant o Go l We 
suppose that each virtual predicate is a r-predicate and that locally redundant uples 
are systematically removed. 
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n is the total number of constants in the database. 
p is the number of relevant constants, i.e. of constants which appear in an 
intermediate tuple manipulated by QoSaQ. 
kY is the maximal number of *arguments in a t-literal or in a target list in SR( Go). 
k2 is the maximal number of free variables in a t-literal in SR( G,). 
Q is the maximal arity of a virtual predicate. 
The following result should be compared with the inherent exponential complexity 
of SLD resolution. 
6.1. Theorem. (1) The number Nad of admissible query tuples is O(p”). 
(2) The number Nq (resp. NQ of current tuples (resp. not redundant) is 0( p”+kl+k2) 
(resp. 0( pa+kl)). 
(3) The number N,,, (resp. NL,,) of answer tuples (resp. non-redundant) is 
O(P a+kl+kz) (resp. 0( pa)). 
(4) The total number N of tuples manipulated while answering Go along SR( Go) 
is 0( P~+~‘), where k’ = kl + kz. 
Proof. (1) The number of query or answer relations for the each r-predicate is 
bounded by a constant (depending on its arity). Each query or answer relation has 
less than Q attributes and contains at most pQ difierent tuples. Hence, Nad and Ni”, 
are 0( p”). 
(2) Let us count the number of direct descendants of an admissible query tuple 
along one compiled rule. First, there is exactly one current uple for tlit, . This yields 
at most ps current tuples for tlit,, as tlit, has at most kz free variables. Among these 
current tuples, at most pkl are not redundant, as tlit, has at most k, *arguments. 
Inductively, suppose that there are at most p kl non-redundant current tuples for 
t&, then there are at most pkl+k2 current tuples for t&+, , among which at most 
pkl are not redundant. The same reasonment applies if t& is the last t-literal (before 
the target list) of the rule, and there are at most pkl+k2 answer tuples for each 
admissible query tuple along one rule, among which at most pkl are not redundant. 
As the length of the rule is bounded by a constant, the number of direct (tuple) 
descendants of an admissible tuple along a rule is O(P~I+~~). The number of 
non-redundant such tuples is 0( ~~1). 
(3) As the number of rules defining a given predicate is bounded, we derive from 
(1) and (2) that Ns is O(pa+k~+kz), that Nh is 0( pa+kl) and Nans is 0(pa+k~+k2h 
(4) From (l), (2) and ( 3), one derives that N is 0( P~+~‘). q 
6.2. On focusing on relevant data 
The above result is of independent interest as it validates, from the complexity 
point of view, the interest of a procedure able to focus on relevant data. Query 
evaluation procedures which interpret rules as specifying a xed-point ComPutation, 
or in other words which execute rules in a “plain”” bottom-up fashion, are not 
‘2 That is, without applying rewrite rules as donz in, e.g. the Magic Sets approach [8]. 
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able to focus on relevant data [l] but the number of intermediate tuples they 
manipulate is always polynomial in n [9,24]. Let us consider, for instance, a recursive 
predicate defined exclusively in terms of itself and of base predicates. An upper- 
bound derives from Immerman’s paper and is 0(n2”+k) where k is the maximal 
number of variables in a rule that do not appear in the head. 
A first way [6] to exploit this result is to try to rewrite a set of rules into another 
set of rules whose maximal arity is strictly smaller than a. However, this would not 
ensure a smaller upper-bound, as the constant k may increase meanwhile. Further, 
it was shown in [6] that such a rewriting is in general not possible. 
Our approach is different: instead of decreasing the exponent of the upper-bound, 
we aim at decreasing the factor: the number of relevant individuals p is always less 
than the number n of individuals in the database. Further, as a + kl + k2 is, syntacti- 
cally, always less than 2a + k, our upper-bound is always less than or equal to 
Immerman’s. 
Further, most database queries are connected, in the sense that when answering 
a top query that is partially instantiated, one can avoid answering totally uninstanti- 
ated queries. Technically, we say that SZ( Go) is connected if and only if, for any 
t-literal (. . .)_ *lit it contains, “lit has at least one *argument. In this case, the set 
of relevant individuals can be strictly included in the set of individuals in the 
database. In most database cases, p is actually much less than n. It follows that our 
upper-bound is much less than Immerman’s in most database cases. 
The following proposition expresses the relationship between connected queries 
and relevant data. 
roposition (Focusing on relevant data). Let SR( GO) be connected. Let DB be 
a database with b base relations base,. Then, for any b-ary tuple of integers (s, , . . . , sb), 
there is a database DB’ such that size(base,) a si, and such that the number of 
intermediate tuples manipulated is the same when evaluating G,, over DB’ as over DB. 
roof. DB’ is obtained from DB by adding tuples which exclusively contain new 
constants, and by adding as many of them as is necessary for bosei to contain more 
than Si tuples. As SR(G,) is connected, any subgoal on a base predicate formed by 
instantiating *arguments to “old” constants (i.e. already in DB) do not match any 
of these new tuples. One checks that this implies that no new constant ever appears 
in an intermediate tuple. Therefore, the number of intermediate tuples manipulated 
is the same when evaluating Go over DB’ as over DB. 0 
6.3. On the cost metrics 
One may question whether the number of SL nodes is a faithful approxima- 
tion of the real cost of evaluating a query. We note first that it has been advocated 
elsewhere [4,8] and we further discuss it. 
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First, we do not include the cost of finding a/the next successful resolution 
(seurching cost), nor the cost of checking that there are no/no more Is (failure 
cost). These costs depend on the data structure used: they can be nearly constant, 
or logarithmic in n, or polynomial in n. Further, these costs are not necessarily 
uniform, in particular in a page-based environment. 
Second, we do not include the cost of checking redundancy or admissibility. As 
above, this depends on the data structure. 
Notwithstanding the importance of the other factors (data structures, memory 
management), we believe that the number of intermediate tuples being manipulated 
is a very interesting estimation of the cost of processing a query, as it captures the 
logical part of the total cost. 
7. Conclusion 
We addressed the problem of the evaluation of (recursive) queries in deductive 
databases [171. First, we developed abstract search spaces (in particular, optimized 
SLD-AL trees), which are particularly suited for query answering situations. Then, 
we investigated the techniques that can be used to efficiently represent and manipu- 
late nodes of SLD-AL trees, in the context of deductive databases. 
From the practical point of view, a most interesting result of this research is to 
present a set of basic techniques with which we have been able, in this paper and 
in the companion paper [61], to draw a geography of some well-known methods 
for recursive query processing. This geography is obtained by classifying the methods 
along several criteria: (1) the nature of the search space they construct (either SLD 
or SLD-AL trees); (2) the optimization strategy they adopt (local vs. global optimiz- 
ation); (3) the nature of the strategy adopted to search the associated search space 
(constructive vs. iterative-deepening, Appendix D). This geography is displayed in 
Table 2. 
Table 2. A geography for recursive query processing 
QSQR [%I: 
Iterative deepening search of SLD-AL trees 
Local optimization 
ic sets [5,8,50] (or [48]): 
Constructive search of SLD-AL trees 
Local optimization 
Counting methods [5,8,20] (may not terminate): 
Search of SLD trees 
Global optimization 
QoSaQ (Section 5, see [61]): 
Constructive search of SLD-AL trees 
Global optimization (with waking mechanism) 
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Further, we have been able to develop the generai query answering procedure 
QoSaQ, which provides a unique framework where a few basic techniques (AL- 
technique, set-oriented manipulation of nodes, local and global optimization) are 
given as basic tools, and can be combined according to the desire of the compiler 
or of the user. QoSaQ is at the core of the DedGin* system [35]. 
Appendix A. Completeness of SLD-AL resolution 
The standard method to prove the completeness of a resolution procedure is first 
to prove it in the ground case and then to use an appropriate lifting lemma [47,36,3]. 
This method cannot be applied in our case, as the admissibility test applies on 
non-ground literals. Hence, its outcome is likely to be different when one studies 
the derivation of a ground answer or of a non-ground answer. 
We cannot rely either on the proof of completeness of OLDT resolution [54], as 
the assumption of a fixed order of literals, which is made there, simplifies the proof 
a lot. The proofs given by Kerisit for the Alexander method [27,28] (see also [ 141) 
are remotely related to ours, but do not include global optimization. 
AS. Tasks and ranks 
A.l.l. Definition 
The very idea of SLD/SLD-AL resolution is to replace the task of proving the 
answer 8 to a goal G, by the task of returning an answer 8’ to a goal G’ : this new 
task is supposed both to be simpler, and to be a necessary step to achieve the initial 
task. 
We define a task T as being a triple (Qi, 8i, N), where N is a producer for a 
r-subgoal SG, Qi is a descendant of N, 8i is a correct answer to the set Gi: 
c61ifi o, . . . , liti ” of descendants of SG in Qi (if Qi is equal to N, we take Gi = “SG”). 
vi will be the current substitution at node Qi. iit; is supposed to be the selected 
literal out of Qi- We will omit the subscript/supscript whenever the context allows 
this simplification. Intuitively, this triple represents the task of proving, starting 
from node Qi, the answer 8i to the producer N. 
The complexity of returning an answer 8 to a goal N can be measured by the 
rank of the expression GO. Intuitively, the rank of a fact F (of a conjunction C) 
derivable from the database, captures the minimal number of SLD resolution steps 
necessary to prove it. 
. The rank of F (of C) is defined by: 
e rank of F is min ,&l + rank( body(Z))], where S is the set of instances Z of 
clauses in B whose body is derivable and whose head is identical to F; 
e rank of C is Cip,1 5, if C is a conjunction of p facts of respective ranks 5. 
e rank of (G, 0) is the rank of GO, whenever 8 is a correct answer to 6. The 
rank of a task T is the rank of (Gi, Oi). 
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Observe that the above double induction is initialized by the instances of facts 
in DB, whose rank is 1. 
In the rest of this section, we show how one can decrees? the complexity of a 
task (Q, 0, N) by: (I) resolving Q against a database clause; (2) resolving Q against 
a lemma; (3) relying on a previous task (Q’, 6’, N), whenever Q’ strongly db- 
subsumes Q relatively to N. 
A.l.2. Task, ranks and resolution 
The following proposition guarantees that one can always reduce the complexity 
of an (admissible) task by an SLD resolution. 
A.1. Proposition. Let T = (Q,, 8,) N) be Q task such that runk( T,) > 1 and Q, is 
admissible. Then, there is a clause Cl( lit;:-lit: , . . . , lit;) and a task T2 = ( Q2, 6,) N) 
such that 
0 lit: and lit& are unifiable; 
0 Q2 is obtained from Q, by resolution against Cl; 
l SG@, = SGq,O, ; 
0 rank( T2) = runk( T,) - 1. 
Proof. As lit& is derivable from the database, and by definition of the rank, there 
is a clause Cl and a substitution y such that litky = lit@, and rank( body( Cly)) = 
rank( lit&) - 1. 
As Cl and G, do not share any variable, the domains of y and of 8, can be 
considered as disjoint. We can thus consider their union: let 0; = y u 8,. It follows 
that lit& = lit&t?;, there exist a mgu CT of lit; and lit; and a substitution t$ such 
that 9;= 00,. Let us show that 0, is the substitution we are looking for. 
Any literal of G, is of the form litjla (j = 1,. . . ,p) or lit@(j = 1,. . . , 4). Using 
the properties of the substitutions we introduced, we have: 
lit,‘u& = lit; e; = Utj et, lit+tI, = litjO: = litjy. 
First, it follows that litjut? (j = 1, . . . , p) and lit+@, (j = 1, . . . , q) are derivable 
from DB. Hence, 0, is a correct answer to G2. 
Second, the ranks obey the following sequence of equalities: 
runk(G2t?J = f lit@,+ i lit+$ 
j=l j=l 
= rank( lit&) - I + i lit; 8, 
j=l 
= rank(G,e,) - 1. 
Third, as SGql does not share any variable with Cl, SG~,& = SGq, 9;. By 
definition of q2 as being qlu, we obtain SGTJ,@, = SGr/2&. q 
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A.1.3. Tasks, ranks and the AL-technique 
The following proposition guarantees that the AL-technique does not increase 
the complexity of achieving a task. 
A.2. Proposition. Let T1 = (Q, , 8, , N) and Q, be non-admi.viMe. T&en, there exists 
a task T2 = (Q2, f12, Q2) such that: 
(1) Q2 is a producer; the literal lit: selected at Q2 is advGssi5le and more general 
than lit;; Q2 is active; 
(2) lit& = lit& ; 
(3) rank( T2) s rank( T,). 
Proof. Point ( 1) is given by the definition of (globally) optimized SLD-AL resolution. 
As for point (2), lit& is derivable from the database; hence, as lit: is more general 
than lit& there exists an answer O2 to lit; such that lit& = lit&. Point (3) follows 
from the fact that the rank of (G, ,t9,) is necessary greater than or equal to the rank 
of lit&, hence of lit&, i.e. of ( Gl, &). U 
The following proposition can be proved as Proposition A.1. 
A.3. Proposition Let T, = (Q,, t?,, N) be a task such that rank(T,) > 1 and Q, is 
non-admissible. If lem is a lemma more general than lit&, then there is a task 
T3=(Q3,03, N) such that 
(1) Q3 is obtained from Q, by resolution against lem; 
(2) SGrl& = SGrl@,; 
(3) rank( T3) < rank( T,). 
A.1.4. Task, ranks and redundancy 
Let T, =(Q,, 8,, N) e a task where Q, is redundant relatively to N. The following 
proposition guarantees that not resolving the node Q, does not increase the com- 
plexity of returning O1 to IV_ 
There exists a task T2 = ( Q2, 02, N) such that: 
( 1) Q2 was created before Q, ; Q2 strongly db-subsumes Q, relatively to N; Q2 is 
active; 
(2) SGW% = SGv,4; 
(3) rank( T2) s rank( T,). 
ancy relative to “) there exists a set of nodes Q 
were created before and strongly db-su ume Q, relatively to N. To pick 
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up an active one, say Q2, it is enough to take the first such node that has been 
created: Qa is necessarily active, as otherwise there would exist a node Q’, created 
before QZ (hence before 9,) and that would strongly db-subsume Q2 (hence Q,) 
relative to N. Point (1) is thus proved. Let GZ be “li&. . . , lit:“. By definition of 
strong db-subsumption, there is a subset of the literals in G,, subset hat we note 
“lit;, . . . , litr, “, and a substitution a such that liti = lit&r (i = 1,. . . , n) and SGq, = 
SGr)Zo. Let & = ~0,. It follows that 6* is an answer to Q2 such that SG7@Z = SGq, & . 
Further, the rank of ( G2, 0,) is less than or equal to the rank of (G; , tl,), as the 
facts in G202 are in a one-to-one correspondence with the facts of a subset of 
G,e,. El 
On strong subsumption rather than mere subsumption 
Note that strong db-subsumption, rather than mere db-subsumption, is critical, 
as it guarantees that rank( T2) remains less than or equal to rank( T&. This cannot 
be guaranteed with mere db-subsumption. See also the comments of Appendix E. 
A.2. Completeness of globally optimized SLD-AL resolution 
Theorem 4.5 follows from the following proposition by taking N = Q, = GO. 
A.§. Proposition. For any task T, = i Q, ,8,, N) on a globally optimized SLD-AL 
tree, there is a node P, descendant of N on the tree, proving a lemma for SG, more 
general than SGr,, 8, . 
Proof. The proof is made by induction on the rank of a task. According to the 
definition of globally optimized SLD-AL resolution, we consider that only active 
nodes can be admissible/non-admissible. 
Initial step 
Let rank( T,) = 1. 
(a) Q, is admissible (hence active). As lit,& is of rank 1, there is a fact F in the 
database that is more general than Zit,6,. The resolution of lit, against F proves a 
lemma for SG that is more general than SGq, 8,. 
(b) Q1 is non-admissible (hence active). As in Proposition A.2, one constructs a
task T2 = ( Q2, &, Q2). We have rank( T2) s rank( T,); hence, they are both equal to 
1. Further Q2 is admissible and active. By (a) above, there is a node P2 lower than 
Q2 returning a lemma lem, more general than lit&, i.e. than lit&. The resolution 
of lit, against Zem proves a lemma for SG that is more general than SGq, 6,. 
(c) Q1 is asleep. As in Proposition A.4, one constructs a task T2 = (Qz, (92, N), 
such that QZ is active and rank( T2) = 1. By (a) and (b) above, there is a success 
node lower tha on the tree, returning a more general than 
-CGq20t, i.e. than SGv,& . 
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Induction step 
(L 1 Let Q1 be admissible 
is constructed as in 
L vieille 
(hence active). Hence, 
Proposition A.1 such t 
induction hypothesis, there is a SUCCESS mxk 
more general than 
e tree, returnin 
2, one constructs 
active. By (a) above, there is a 
general than lit&, i.e. As in Proposition A.3, there is a task T3 = 
( Q3, t&,, W) such that rank( T3) c mnk( T1). By induction hypothesis, there is a 
success node P lower than IV, returning an answer more general than SGq&, i.e. 
than SGq, 8,. 
(c) Q1 is asleep. As in tion A.4, one constructs a task T2 = ( Q2, &, N), 
such that Q2 is active and ran a) or (b) above, or by induction 
hypothesis, there is a success node P lower tha on the tree, returning an answer 
to SG more general than 3 i.e. than SGq,& . El 
~4.3. Completeness of SL.DI op~m~zed SLD 
An optimized SLD tree is a (globally) optimized SLD-AL tree where no node is 
ever non-admissible. Accordingly, the proof of the completeness of optimized 
SLD-AL resolution holds for optimized SLD resolution. In this case, only the root 
is ever a producer. Point (b) in the initial step and in the induction step are to be 
omitted in the proof. 
The completeness of SLD resolution derives from the completeness of optimized 
SLD. 
undness of SLD, SLD-AL resolution 
ition. FOP any proof segment N(SG)-P, returning a lemma lem, on any 
SLD or SLD-AL tree, lem is derivable from DB. 
f. We introduce a measure camp of the “complexity” of N-P and we prove 
e result by induction on camp. 
is non-a issibfe and resolved with lem’, comp(N-P) is 1 plus the camp 
of’ the first proof segment proving a lemma more general than Zem’. 
If SG is resolved against ‘“C: &:-lit,, . . . , lit/‘. N-P can be divided into q proof 
(0~ is 4). Comp( N-P) is the sum of the camps of Ni_1 - Ni 
= 1, SG is resolved against a fact in DB. Hence, by soundness of SLD, lem 
be the lemma o h SG is resolve 
s. By induction hypothesis, lem, derives from 
Let the d-depth of a node denote its numb 
of M i@ M is a descendant of N). Let a branch 
(N o,. . . , N,) where No is the root and Ni is a chi 
The number of nodes of d-depth d in a branch 
the maximal number of literals in the body of a clause (by induction on ci): 
o d = 1. Let Go be resolved against he clause C in B. contains at most one node 
of d-depth equal to 1 for each literal in the body of CT‘. Hence B contains less 
than I nodes of d-depth equal to I. 
* Induction step. A node P is of d-depth d, if and only if its direct ancestor N is 
of d-depth d - 1. By the same argument as for d = 1, N has at most I direct 
descendants in B. By induction hypothesis, there are at most Id-’ nodes of d-depth 
d - I; hence there are at most Cd nodes of d-depth d. 
The d-depth of literals in B is bounded by a constant. krrst, note that, whenever 
the database is finite and function-free, there is no infinite set S of literals such that 
no literal in $3 is an instance of another literal in S. Let s be the size of the largest 
such set. If there were a node P of d-depth greater than s, then this node would 
have more than s ancestors. Hence, by definition of s, one of these ancestors would 
be non-admissible. However, non-admissible nodes do not have any direct descen- 
dants (no descendants at all), as they are resolved against lemmas. Herxe, there is 
no node of d-depth greater than s. 
It follows that the length of a branch B is bounded (by 1”). 
Finally, each node N has a finite (bounded) number of children (N can be 
resolved only against a finite number of clauses/lemmas). Hence, the number of 
nodes on an SLD-AL tree is finite. 0 
Constructive vs. depth-first seam 
SLD-AL trees are complex structures to search, as a lemma Iem to be resolved 
against a non-admissible goal G may be proved only after G was created. Therefor 
two solutions can be adopted. 
The first one, adopted in QoSaQ, consists in constructively searching the SL 
tree. This requires that the goal G be stored until ai1 the relevar:’ lemmas lent have 
reduced and resolved against G. ces that we h 
in Section 5 for SLD/SLD-AL onstructive sear 
. 
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The second solution, adopted in QSQR and implemented in DedGin, tries to take 
maximal advantage of depth-first echniques (and of their ease of implementation) 
to search SLD and SLD-AL trees. In this approach, the goal G is not stored until 
all the lemmas have been found. Rather, G is repeatedly regenerated to be resolved 
each time, potentially with new lemmas. 
The search spaces associated with such a strategy are called here straight SLD-AL 
trees. l3 The construction of a straight SLD-AL tree differs from that of an SLD-AL 
tree as follows: a non-admissible goal G is resolved only against he lemmas available 
at the time G is created; then G is no more considered during the construction of 
this straight SLD-AL tree; hence G can be discarded. It follows that depth-first 
search strategies can be used to search straight SLD-AL trees. The completeness of 
the associated answering procedure is achieved by constructing asequence of straight 
SLD-AL trees: each tree in the sequence makes use of lemmas proved on any of 
the previous trees in the sequence. 
This solution, which, for short, we call an iterative-deepening search [30]14 involves 
redundant computation, as the same goal must be reconstructed again and again. 
On the other hand, it is economical of space, as we do not need to store the goal G. 
Definition. A straight SLD-AL tree is constructed as an SLD-AL tree, except that 
(i) the set of lemmas L is initialized to an arbitrary finite set LIem ; (ii) a non-admissible 
goal G is exclusively resolved against lemmas already in L when G is created. 
A sequence of SLD-AL trees is a sequence of straight SLD-AL trees built with 
initial set of lemmas Li (i = 0, . . . , ), where Lo is empty and L, (n > 0) is the set of 
lemmas proved on the (n - 1)st tree. 
.l. Theorem (Completeness of straight SLD-AL resolution). For any goal G,, for 
any sequence of straight trees, for any correct answer 0 to G,, there is a success node 
in a straight SLD-AL tree of the sequence which returns an answer to G,, more general 
than 8. 
Further, if L,,,_, is equal to L%_, , then the n,th straight SLD-AL is complete: for any 
correct answer 8 to Go, there is a success node on the n,th straight SLD-AL tree that 
returns an answer more general than 0. 
The following points are worth mentioning: (i) each straight SLD-AL tree in a 
sequence can be built using different search strategies and selection functions; (ii) 
a “limit” no exists as soon as the database is finite and function-free; (iii) a straight 
SLD-AL tree is finite as soon as the database is finite and function-free. Theorem 
II).1 can be proved along the techniques provided in Appendix A. The QSQR 
algorithm [58] performs a mere search of a sequence of locally optimized SLD-AL 
trees. 
I3 Called SCD-AL trees in [60]. 
I4 Although it is not quite &he same. 
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efinition (The QSQR procedure). Given a goal GO, search a sequence of SLD-AL 
trees of root GO, using an FRD- ed selection function and not adding locally 
redundant nodes. Stop as soon a is equal to n-l l 
This definition of the QSQR algorithm corrects a mistake in the presentation of 
QSQR in [58]. The comparison of subgoals must be local to each straight SLD-AL 
tree, and not global as said in [SS]. See [60] for a modification. 
Appendix E. On the optimality of redundancy detection 
We investigate how optimal is redundancy elimination based on db-subsumption. 
let N1 (goal G,) and N2 (goal G2) be two descendants of N. Let ql and 17~ be their 
respective current substitutions. 
E.1. Proposition. The two following statements are equivalent: 
(1) N, is db-subsumed by N2 relative to N; 
(2) for any database DB, whenever G, admits an answer 8, from DB, G2 admits 
an answer O2 from DB, such that SGq, e2 is more general than SG7, tI1 .
The proof of (2+ 1) uses the fact that any database DB is allowed, or in other 
words, that no knowledge at all is assumed about DB. This assumption is extreme, 
as when considering N, and N2, one kn t least that C, and C2 (where 
Ci : SGqi:-Gi) are derivable from the database. For instance, let GO be p( U, V, W) 
and let the database contain the two clauses C, : “p(X, Y, 2):-p@., X, Y).” and 
C, : “p( X, Y, Z):-p( Y, 2, X).” By resolving GO against C, and C, , one obtains 
nodes labeled by p( W, U, V) and p( V, W, U) (Xl U, Y/ V, Z/ W) which do not 
db-subsume ach other. However, knowing that C, and C2 are equivalent, one could 
safely discard one of them. 
This remark relativizes the scope of Proposition E.l. However, this result indicates 
that further redundancy elimination on SLD trees cannot be based on a mere 
comparison of the goals/nodes, but should include more general knowledge about 
clauses in the database. 
Proof. We prove only (Z + 3 j as (1 + 2) is classical (see [37]). See also Appendix A. 
Let Y, , . . . , Y, be the variables of G, . Let 8, be the substitution { Yi 1 ai} where 
the ais are new, distinct, constants. Let DB be {Zit; e1 1 lit,! is a literal of G,}. Clearly, 
G1 admits the answer O1 from DB. By hypothesis, G2 admits an answer O2 from 
DB, such that SGq202 is more general than SG~&. Let y be a substitution such 
that SGq& y = SGv, 6,. 
As G2 admits the answer &, we have the following property: for any literal lit: 
in G2, lit; b2 derives from DB. From the definition of derivability, and as D 
only ground facts, one concludes that lit& is ground and that there exists a literal 
litJA in 6, such that lit& = Zitjk & . 
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Let 8; be the substitution &y. From the two above paragraphs, we conclude that 
(I) SGT& = SG~&, and (2) lit;@: = lit~$, l 
Let Z,,..., 2’ be all the variables in Gz and SGq,. Let t[ai 1 Yi] be the ter 
obtained from t by replacing any occurrence of ai (i = 1, . . . , n) by Yj. Let (r be 
the substitution: (Zj 1 fi[ Qti 1Yi] if Zi 1 tj is in 8;). From the two properties of 05, we 
easily derive the two following properties of Q: (1) SGq,o = SG?, and (2) Zitia = 
ri& . 
We have thus exhibited the substitution CT that fulfills the two requirements for 
proving that N1 is db-subsumed by N2 relative to N. Cl 
If one could fully rely on db-subsumption to discard redundant nodes on SLD 
and SLD-AL trees, Proposition E.1 would ensure that this redundancy is optimal 
in the sense discussed above. Unfortunately, relying on the most general definition 
we gave may still lead to incompleteness, and we had to use strong db-subsumption. 
Intuitively, this incompleteness i due to a mismatch between the sequential way 
resolution proceeds to answer a goal and the “sort of order” between goals induced 
by (db-)subsumption beween goals (see Example E.2). On the one hand, resolution 
proceeds by replacing a goal (or a subgoal) by another one which will need less 
steps to answer. On the other hand, a goal G, may be subsumed by G2, and yet 
G2 may be more complex to answer (whatever this means) than C, . For instance, 
“p(a)” is sub sumed by “p(X), p( Y)“. However, if the dat&ibase contains the fact 
p(a), then answering “g(a)” can be done in one step, whereas answering “p(X), 
p(Y)” cannot b e d one in less than two steps. Strong db-subsumption solves this 
mismatch by requiring that tit contains more literals than G*.” 
E.2. Example 
We can construct he following SLD tree, where nodes are numbered 
to the order of search: 
(2) r( n, 4 n, SW, g(X) (3) 4 U, r( IO s( I% q(X) 
(4 4( Y), 4 Y’), s(Z), 4(X) (5) 4 U), 4 IO, SC I% 4(X) 
l l . . D . 
=d = 
is The use of factorization to solve this problem 1371 IS beside the scope of this paper. 
according 
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Both (4) and (5) are db-subsumed by both (2) and (3). Thus, if they were declared 
redundant, the answer X = d would not be retrieved and the tree would not contain 
any success node. 
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